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Jones' army of Amazons promises not to
execute prisoners ot
war; Albany is happy.
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ARRIVAL WITH MONEY APPEARS
HAVE

HAD

LITTLE

EFFECT

The American Red Cross Is Making Every
Effort to Take Care of the Sick and
Wounded Soldiers
TWO THOUSAND

REFUGEES

FLEE FROM OJINAGA

Heavy Artillery Fire Makes Flight Across the River a Dangerous
Proceeding Many Women and Children, Ha!f Starved, Are
Forced to Walk Seventy Miles to Receive Food and
Shelter Huerta's Troops Gradually Yielding Before
the Increasing Army of the Constitutionalists'
Presidio, Texas, Jan. 3. Two thou- the river bottom about a half mile
sand Mexican refugees, including half from Ojinaga, attempted to dislodge
starved women and children and some the rebels. But the constitutionalists
federal deserters, rushed across the opened fire upon them with machine
river to the United States today to guns and whipped them back with se..
seek protection from the battle at vere losses.
Bullets Strike American Side
Ojinaga.
The refugees were scattered withScattering bullets fell on the Amerout shelter along the river bank 'for ican side of the line today, but no one
two miles, while the heavy artillery was injured. Fresh Red Cross supfiring between the 4,000 federals in plies, Which had been' urgently needthe trenches at Ojinaga and General ed, arrived toda. Nurses and physi
Ortega's attacking rebel forces con- cians are preparing to care for the
tinued less than a mile back from the
large numoer or wounaea uiey expect
American border.
,j
to find on the field at the conclusion
Many Walk 70 Miles
of the attle.
The arrival of so many unfed and
Pay for Federal Soldiers
ragged people imposed an arduous
federal army paymaster, with
The
border
task upon the United States
$145,000 in Mexican currency, arrived
offiCross
Red
few
and
the
patrol,
A report that the
cials who are here. As many as from Marfa today.
stolen
had
been
proved untrue.
money
to
sent
were
to
could he induced
go
across the rivrushed
was
The
money
walk the distance to Maria, Texas, 67
the fedof
er
the
in
encouraging
hope
mission
miles. Meantime the little
CasFrancisco
Generals
church of Presidio was crowded with eral soldiers.
Mercado sent word
tor
Salvador
and
wounded.
of abandonInstructions came from Washington that they had no intention
town.
the
today to hold as prisoners all desert- ing
Rebels are Reinforced
ers who cross the river. Heretofore
The rtbels have been reinforced unthe border patrol has disarmed and
til they numbered today 6,500. A
sent back unwounded deserters.
Major Gustay H. Schoof, ot the fresh supply of,, ammunition is expect
Canadian mounted rangera, who is ed from Chihuahua,
one of the military observers here, returned from an inspection of condiWilson's Views Unchanged
tions in Ojinaga, which he saw "Gulfport, Miss., Jan. 3 President
through a telescope. He reported
ilson announced today that his conthat the federals' outer, fortifications ference with John Lind had developb ed no
were in an irrigation ditch
change In the policy of the
!
From
the
encircles
village.
partly
Washington administration toward
'this they were firing 12 and 20 .pound Mexico and that no new plan or move
'
In the situation had been decided on.
tguns.
W. H, Cleveland, a commissioner of
The president referred to the con'this county, who' crossed to confer ference as a
talk" for
with General Ortega, was within 1,200 mutual information. He explained
yards of an exploding shell. Major that although Mr. Lind constantly had
Schoof said there were not fewer been sending full dispatches, a conthan 600 or 700 casualties on both versation of a few hours had been
sides, aB he had seen numerous reb- deemed worth more than weeks of
els roll down the hillside under the telegraphic communication, with the
federal fire. Both sides, however, he added value of affording an exchange
of viewpoints regarding the situation.
said, were wasting ammunition.
President Wilson added that there
Savage fighting between rebels and
throughcontinued
at
had been no special occasion for Mr.
Ojinaga:
federals
out the night, and was still in pro- Lind's visit no advices, excitement
gress this morning. The besieged or new questions.
The president said his conversation
federals, who were thrown Into a
covered the whole
panlo at the first onslaught of the with Mr. Lind had
in Mexico, but
resistwere
conditions
field
of
today
constitutionalists,
atthat no particular measure or plan
ing stubbornly all attempts of the
tacking army to drive them from the had been dwelt upon.
when asked if he was more hopetown.
la
ful
for a speedy settlement of the
Heavy
Artillery Fire
Before daybreak the artillery fire , trouble Mb. Wilson made it clear that
of the constitutionalists, which had his personal view of tne situation had
not changed. The president has held
continued all night, became more
A perfect rain of shells de- that the Huerta government is slowly
scended upon the federal entrench being crushed, not only by the coninmenls. Wounded soldiers who found stitutionalist forces, hut through
that
and
inevitably
cessant
the
told
isolation,
their way across the river
American Red Cross officials that the It must fall.
Huerta Not On the Ship
federal losses were heavy.
He smiled when' told of reports
Federals Make Sortie
During the night about 200 federals that Provisional President Huerta or
made a desperate sortie, and, from some high official of the Huerta gov.
"get-togeth-

'

BORDER

eminent Was on board the Chester,
and said:
"Well, I did not see them if they
were there."
The president said that while Mr.
LInd was not exactly enjoying his
long stay In Mexico he was perfectly
willing to slay there and was deeply
interested In the situation.
Mr. Wilson apparently attached little importance to the Lind episode,
pointing out that the proximity of
his personal envoy, coincident with
his own vacation on the Mississippi
coast, had been, as much as anything
else, a motive for the conference.
The president laid emphasis on the
fact that nothing specific such as
removal of the embargo on arms or
similar moves had been discussed.
He said that the Chester would leave
for Vera Cruz this afternoon and that
Mr. Lind would remain there indefinitely.
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BELIEVED GENERAL

in San Luis Potosl

3.
Such a state
of excitement has; in ea brought about
in the city of San Luis Potosii by the
reported lmminen.no of a rebel attack
that a panic broke out among the inhabitants on New Year's day when a
herd of goats va'pproached the place,

Mexico City, 3;v,

TO

j

according' to a correspondent writing
to the federal capital. ''.
The Goats Scared Them
The writer says the rumors ot the
proximity of rebel columns, the news
of the dynamitifi; of trains and the
bringing into the city of a number of
wounded federals had worked the people up to a pitch of expectancy. Suddenly on January l a cloud of dust
appeared on a suburban roadway and
virtually everybody m San Luis
believed the hour of attack had
houses were hurarrived. Stores
riedly Closed and. the doors barricaded,
detachments of.trooops and armed
police with cannon were rushed
through the streets to the points
which had been chosen for the defense,
y-- ;
Soon afterwai'4 It was discovered
that the alarms pad been caused by
some 500 goats buing driven to market and the tension immediately relaxed.
The New Year's day bull
(parade 'and other festivities
Wjfght,
then proceeded as usual.
The actual danger of attack on
the city by the rebels is not, however,
minimized by the federal commander
in the city, and serious preparations
have been made by the garrison and
the police, numbering together about
1,500 men, to meet the onslaught of
the rebels, whose strength is variously estimated at from 3,000 to 9,000.
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Chicago, Jan. 3. Charles H. Moyer,.
Bingham, Utah,' Jan. 3. That the
of the Western Federation,
Mb
president
as
are
as
man whose wits
qpick
of Miners, who was shot, beaten and.
the
from
had
escaped
trigger finger
Utah-Apemine was the growing be- expelled from Calumet, Mich., a week;
rewho continued the search a.go, plans to return to the strike
those
of
lief
week.
next
the
of
first
gion
for Ralph Lopez 'today. Nothing had
A meeting of the Michigan Stat
been found so far to indicate whether
Federation of Labor is to be held ia
or
dead
was
men
six
of
the
slaytr
Old Mail Arrives
some time before January
alive in the workings, where he took Lansing
Gulfport, Mias., Jan. 3. The coming
12, and Moyer plans to attend. Th
leac
after
27,
November
on
refuge
to this port of the scout cruiser Chesexecutive council ot the AmerU&vi
ing seven sheriffs and over 200 dep- Federation of Labor also will be prea
ter, bringing John Lind, from Vera
in
the
open.
uties on a week's chase
Cruz, gave the vessel's officers a
ent. Moyer said that as soon as
A fresh posse that took up the hunt
chance to dispose of a great deal of
finish pressing business in
in the network of passageways early
delayed mail from the warships that
region he would call the meetnew
up
to
report
had
nothing
today
have been in Mexican waters. Much
E
of
the Western Federation
ing
to noon. So far the search has been
of it, it was said, was posted by the
for-thbeen
had
which,
appointed
confined to the levels where the des Miners,
men of the ships beroe Christmas.
first Monday in January at DenInternationai Comprrcations Coming
perado most likely would be found. ver, Col., but which tiaa to he post
he
loan to Mexico
Since yesterday, when the mine was
Paris, Jan.
Bliss Explains Border Policy
poned because of the attack on hiia
an
International
group
ofopened, after having been sealed since in Hancock.
arranged by
Washington, Jan. 8. tfurtber
December 14, about 20 miles of tunficial explanation of the action of the of bankers for'; the sole purpose of
His proposition in writing to the
on
the
interest
the
January
nels, stopes and Inclines have been mine operators of the copper region
Texas border patrol in disarming meeting
gone over thoroughly.
Mexicans and forcing them bac'i Mexican governrayit I and City of
to submit all points in controversy to
On the shelf of the cliff where the a
across the Rio Grande was received Mexico bonds amoinifed to $5,900,000.
board of arbitration to be name,
feet
York .bankers took
Andv tunnel rises a thousand
today fram jjrigsnier General Jil'ts. Of this total New
President Wilson and Governo-Ferrlby
$930,000, IiOnd'oij,.?:,:.;r,,Mi0, and Parts
t
above the canyon floor, a large crowd
His report pays.
of Michigan, Moyer said, i..
were
Tl.4
of curious miners, talking in a dozen
"So far ha .anewa at Hbes head- $ 1,505,00
as
just
mtichj in effect now as it wa..
ireum:" 'genPH. when
two nour letc;:i
quarters what lias been dope- at .pre- conducted by Aloert
was ris tbhktoejr. awaited' dtelftgiaenMwore
an
and
hour
61mlIes
istered
on,
on the outcome. As the day
i
sidio is in ic:oid wilh the unbroken eral manager of the Banque de Paris ing,
was attacked ami beaten. Moyt .
he
eshad
border. Anyone et Des Pays Bas, who was assisted by
practice alouj;
said he approved the attitude of tb
Atlantio City sent word that a 90- - the odds grew that Lopez
is the Mexican minister of finance, mile wind might be looked for. The caped. Sheriff Smith announced that Ishpemlng and Negannee Iron miners'
seeking refuge or 'claiming asyt-rto
least a week
received and jrct3c:fld. Frequently Adolfo de la Lama.
unions of the Western Federation ia
hotel pier, which had stood
Some curious points of view develop- Octagon
mine.
the
of
..
all
search
armed parties of Tederals or rebels
25
of the sea for
the
years,
voting yesterday to strike unless fedbatterings
cross without evident intent to sur- ed at the conference of bankers here, was torn out and the piling was hurleral
investigation of the copper stnfc
event
render or seek asylum, it not found as to what might happen in the
was
instituted.
ram
the
ed
like
a
battering
against
default in the interest on the
VDRK.
by our patrols, they cross back at of a
"I trust, however," he said, "that
front. The hath houses were BUST-FINhotel
was
which
convenient times and places. Their Mexican debt One view,
any more strikes may be averted. IT
who smashed to matchwood.
international status is that of armed strongly supported hy financiers
cannot obtain arbitration in any
the
we
In
On
sand
of
level
a
piece
toAVAY
GET
invaders of United States territory. disapprove of Washington's policy
OR
reach
other way, we may attempt to call
out
of
a
house
Just
shelter
of
was that as the loan of
If caught by our patrols they are dis- ward Huerta,
a general strike In Michigan, but aiy
of the waves a group of women knelt
1910
secured
is
by 62 per cent of the
or
put back
armed . and either held
more strikes will come only as twtr
dashed
the
while
in
spray
prayer,
of 1913.
across the river, according to the , cir- Mexican customs and the loan
over them. They prayed that the sea STEAMBOAT
PEOPLE last resort
SPRINGS
would
be
the
38
it
duty
cent,
per
by
cumstances of the case. Undet;,.no
"There ds still before the mine
be calmed.
ULTIMATUM TO IDLE
might
GIVE
govthe
of
European
g
owners our proposit ion to submit every
of
the
circumstances, are they allowed to and privilege
feet
hundred
Twelve
MINERS
hold the
return where they can be taken by ernments whose subjects
thing to the board of arbitration.
directly in front of Sea
houses
customs
to
hy
eeize
the
bonds
sent
are
3.
their enemies. Federals
tarn
out.
Jan.
he
to
hours, conditions and recogniwages,
Col.,
Steamboat
Bright
appeared
Springs,
and to
over to the command from which they international landing parties
of the United Mine tion of the union. We will hold out
members
Seven
came and thesaine is true of. the collect the Interest themselves.
Workers of America, charged with nothing, but put the men's affaira
The bankers holding this opinion UANY APPLICATIONS
rebels. Depriving them of their arms
and assault in connection with without reserve in the hands of th
rioting
also affirmed that "the United States
f)ttquately necessary.
the Colorado miners' strike, were board."
j
could not blockade the
"Any other rule will result in the government
Referring to .statements .yesterday
out of town today by the Routt
sent
BANKS
REGIONAL
FOR
without
Mexico
destroying
of
DeptttyrJ-Ilnsley-'C- f
Calmne.t (in
Big Bend country being overrun with ports
County Taxpayersleague. The league by
customs receipts
announc- telegram to Governor
swarms of small armed parties of the value of the
Ferris, that
Proclamation
a
issued
then
bondholders."
Mexicans terrorizing the people. To mortgaged to foreign
in the county Kinsley had rescued Moyer trom a.
miner
WILL
every
that
COMMITTEE
ing
ORGANIZATION
These arguments will be presented
round them up would require all of
must find work or leave. Frank mob bent on lynching him, Moyer
REVISIT CITIES MAKIf-iwhen the next International inagain
and
McNamee's
force
probably
state organizer of the said that Hinsfey was in Moytr
Major
r.orninr
situaQUESTS
stallments fall due, unless the
more, and he would he unable to perMine
United
Workers, sent a tele room at the time of the attack, kneir
much changed in the interval.
form his limportant duty of receiving tion Is
Wilson protesting WUo shot him and superintended tfc
to
President
3.
The
first
Jan.
legal
gram
Washington,
office it was
whole affair. Moyer said he wooiM
the main "body, which may eventually At the French foreign
ot
the league, v
has no sym- aDolieationB for membership in the against the action
with Special
be driven across, at presidio. The re- said that the government
in
on
be
were
trial
glad to
men
seven
The
received
were
federal reeerve system
whatever with. the views.
pathy
counare
of
of
Nicholls
fully
Prosecutor
the
Houghton
from
humanity
quirements
today at the treasury department court here when a delegation
the
attack.
met. All civilian refugees, men,
in
room
and
investigating
court
ty
the
entered
form
league
from 11 national banks in the
Reinforcements for Nuevo Laredo
women and children, and all wounded
"I assume that, Mr. Nicholls a9
the re marched the defendants out, wilh a
Constitution- of resolutions
3
by
approved
Jan.
Tex.,
Laredo,
officer is eager to do his duty,
town.
persons are received and cared for.
publio
must
leave
have unsuc- serve bank organization committee, notice that they
All armed men who seek asylum are alists who for twp days
said Moyer. "He wtli soon have my
of
iboards
directors
of
assaulted Nuevo Laredo, declaring the
assistance in his endeavors."
received, disarmed and cared for. All cessfully
CORN PRICES DROP
and axe encamped the hanks had accepted the terms of
withdrawn
have
seek
men
who
don't
armed
crashevidently
Moyer's
curgou said today tliat
Corn
3.
Jan.
were
prices
Chicago,
five miles east today. U was reported the new law. The applications
dewound
in the patient's bacV.
the
asylum and whose good faith is in
pistol
ed downward today, the January
been reinforced by 400 from banks mainly In the south.
bushel". The is healing without complications and
doubt are also disarmed. If humanity that they had
cents
a
3
fixed
committee
The organization
livery breaking
and 400 artillery and that the
that Moyer will be ou his feet Monprevents sending them over the river cavalry will be resumed late
dates for hoarings In cities on' the same coin' that four days ago brought
today.
assault
If
we take- care of them.
humanity
'61
at
sold
day.
in
cents
71
this
and
morning
Rebel officials announced here thiB Pacific coast, in the south
does not forbid and we can send the
10 cents. The
of
fall
committee
a
nearly
The
cents,
states.
renew
central
ibo
not
would
men back to join their own army, the afternoon that they
had
Negotiations Reach Crisis
Laredo for two leaves Washington January 17, and, fact that the leading iong here
local officer acts according to his their attack on Nuevo
Mich., Jan. 3. Attempt
of May,
Houghton,
sale
St.
his
by
in
holdings
hedged
Chicago,
days. Within this time, it is expect after holding hearings
...
best discretion."
B.
of
John
Densmore, of the 3'
,.,
from
on
will brought
much pressure
2,800 men will Louis, Kansas City and Denver,
to conciliate tie
The gunboat Yorktown, en route ed, reinforcements of
of
slash
A
labor,
part.ment
views.
holdine
these
will
31.
It
Laredo. Eight arrive in Seattle January
from San Diego to Mazatlan on the have reached Nuevo
the copper minin
Interests
wits
the result.
warring
are be n Seattle February 1, Portland in values
west coast of Mexico, reported her hundred of this number already
crisis
a
reached
to
strike'
today. Tins
cable
ers'
was
attention
Much
San'
given
Francisco February
rebels said they February 2,
arrival today at Ensenada on the bay encamped here. The
views of the mining company's repre
Buenos
telling
from
Houston
7,
Ayres
4.
dispatches
Los
Angel63
February
more stubborn resistance
of Todos Santos. Americans in En- met a much
were being sentatives on propositions advanced
Tex., February 12, New Orleans Feb- of generous rains that
than they feared.
senada asked for a warship.
Cin- taken to mean the making of an un- in a telegram received by the uuiotiV
16,
Atlanta
14,
February
ruary
sent to f!y
The threatening situation at Encinnati February 19, Cleveland Febru- usually bountiful crop throughout Ar- attorney yesterday, were
A Fatal "Viva"
official
to
so notified Ibn
today's
he
and
senada, according
the
federal
22.
exportofficial,
said
was
that
It
gentina.
Four men ary 21, Washington February
ign tupy Jan. 3. "Viva
dispatches, grows out of the failure
able surplus in Argentina would reaclt Western Federation of Miners' men.
Oroz- of the federal troops, there to receive charged with having cried
A few hours later the federation's
as high as 210,000,000 bushels.
GIANTS ARE IN SYDNEY
their pay. Efforts are being made to co" the name of a general flghtmt
joined Mr. Dtiwn'anv
Chirepresentatives
3.
The
Jen.
were
N.
W.
S.,
Sydney,
raise money hy contributions from with the federals at Ojinaga,
It was intimathotel.
hitter's
at
the
SUPERIOR
FIRE
York
New
fivpeuted In an alley in Juarez today cago White Sox and the
business men.
3.
from ti
communication
ed
the
latest
Jan.
Eight
VVyo.,
The
this
Cheyenne,
here
morning.
The federals are forcing delivery The men were first held on suspicion Giants arrived
word
"tost
tow
their
a
contained
sides
two
hall,
the
In a Chicago men. won five to four in the buildings, including
tin-k- ss
of fuel oil to the railroads near Tam-pico- . of being Huerta sympathizers.
that
a
was
however,
a
leelinst,
in
fire
today
There
were
early
The
destroyed
afternoon.
reb&' opening game this
From San Luis Potosj. it is re fiuht preceding the execution a
rciui-eThe
fire
had
a mining camp.
the companies
f'aty
was fatally shot. The sum game was played on the Sydney crick- at Superior,
inirU-nauported that railways to the west,
in a restaurant. The damage
started
enthusiastic
a
before
comment
et
wildly
no
caused
grounds
executions
-north and east have been cut about rr.ary
Four)
was said to be $100,000.
(Continued cm Pncrowd of 10,000 spectators.
in Juarez.
30 miles from the city, which is
.

.(T'";'0

Sea Bright, N. J., Jan. 3. This village, not yet normal after the disastrous storm of Christmas day, was
laBhed by wind and wave again today.
The bulkheading replaced after the
recent storm was swept away by the
high tide and strong wind during the
night, and at daybreak the wind was
still in the east and the sea was inundating all buildings along the shore
line.
;i
Later the sea broke through the
bulkheading and sw6jt away parts of
the railroad tracks, stepping all
traffic. A big gang of men fought
to save the railroad embankment, but
the sea beat them backk and washed
through, tearing the sand from under
the rails and opening a gap which
cannot be filled until the storm subsides.
At the same time the sea tore under the Octagon hotel, which seemed
doomed. Everything that could be
moved was carried out of the building. The whole fwmt seemed about
to collapse. The hotel Is valued at
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and liabilities were the largest for
two years. Throughout the entire
m! Hs
4a&
year 1913, as in 1912, the large number
of small failure called attention anew
to the fact that the business commuLi filiation Began in 1912 Continued. Balkan War Revealed
nity has been greatly diluted of late
Abroad. Gold Hoarded in Central and Eastern
years. In the ten years from 1904 to
Selling
Depresses
Foreign
1913 inc'usive, the number in busl- Europe. Military Preparations.
Imincreased by 45,000 per year, or by
of
ber
We
Lose
Gold
Instead
American Securities.
35 per cent, whereas the increase in
porting It. Legislative Disquiet at Uome. Donv
population was not at much over half
estic Industry and Trade, Active Early,
this rate This caused a rise in the
percentage failing each year, and raised
Taper Off. Crop Shortages and Tariff
anew the question whether the heavy
Changes, Record Foreign Trade
Increase in the number of traders was
justified by the volume of business
done and the known fact that profits
over that time were complained of.
Looking Forward
The liquidation in the stock market
Nineteen hundred and thirteen was but there was no lack of items of doa year of disquiet and disappointment mestic concern.. In a session of con- in 1913 wasj apparently thorough with
alike in foreign and domestic finance, gress remarkable for its length, two out being panicky. Trade and indus
trado and industry. The disquiet was much agitated and frequently fought-ove- r try in turn showed symptoms of an
world-wide- ,
questions were forced to conclu- orderly retreat rather than of a precithough until the latter
sion.
The tariff was revised, but its pitate flight, and since the improved
eviIn
so
not
much
this
of
year
part
dence at home as abroad. Disappoint- enactment, by the way, was coincident feeling noted in the latter weeks of
ment was been with those who, with with a shrinkage instead of the pre- 1913 set in, less is heard of rumors
c
dicted enlorgement in our import of business troubles in this and other
knowledge of the many
for
trade, and coincldently an income tax cities. The complete history of the
domestic problems pressing
solution, were hopeful that the excep- law was put in operation for the first
collapse and quick revival,
war period, The some of whose earlier happenings
tionally strong position of this coun- time since the civil
to take were
closely paralleled in 1913, will
try's producing and consuming inter- currency measure, designed
ests would render us partially inde- the place of an outworn and often repay perusal because holding some
a lessons and indeed some encouragependent of, if not entirely immune to, discredited system, alson became
Pa- - ments.
It is generally conceded that
the play of the large financial forces law. The Union
dominating the world in the year just ciflo railway merger, was dissolved while the entry of industry into the
closed and making for depression in and terms were agreed upon 'between stock market in a capitalized form
finance and trade. Review of last the telegraph and telephone interests has made it more sensitive to unfavoryear's events would prove incomplete aid the country's law officers without able happenings, it has also made it
if sight were lost of the many resem- the aid of a suit, thus pointing the quicker to respond the later to imr
peblances it bore to 1902 and 1903, just way to an ending of the
proving influences. The best judg
riod of harrying
big business ment seems to suppprt the view that
ten vears ago. when the
"'rich man's" or "silent panic" occur- through the courts.
money, the great desideratum in finDespite, however, the numerous ance and trade, will be both cheaper
red. Then congestion in the securities markets was in evidence, the drawbacks arising from money scar and easier to obtain in 1914 than in
phrase "financial indigestion" was city and credit strain, the discussion 1913. The passage of the currency
con
coined, the results of much injudicious of new economic measures in
bill is expected to be an aid In this
new
of
continued
the
managitation
gress,
capitalization of industries were
respect, whatever may be thought of
ifest first in collapsing stock market and old laws affecting the rights of ultimate effects of the possible inflaprices and later in depressed trade combination, the lowering of the tar tion feature of the new measure,
and industrial conditions numerous iff, the unequal, in some cases defi which has supplanted a seriously destdikes and bank suspension occurred, cient, yields of staple crops, the very fective system. Of course, any
and all the usual aftermath was pre- high levels of prices of commodities,
rise like that of 1895, with
sented of an extended financial or numerous failures, heavy liabilities its aftermath of deep- depression, is
and
buying of a piece to be avoided, and the possibilities
credit situation being readjusted
It has been frequently and with with that noted each year since 1907 of Europe enaeiavonng to turtner lijustice said that the Balkan war and many new records of trade volume quidate its burdens in American marits attendant evils did not cause but and industrial output were set up. The kets are to be considered in this conrather precipitated and revealed the backlog of unfilled orders on hand, nection, though, our immense credit
world-widfinancial strain of 1913 which were at their maximum at the balance may help us in this respect.
It must with equal justice be held opening of the year, tending to de- Money, however, should be plenty for
that most observers failed to ade cline as the spring advanced. Money legitimate trade and industry in 1914
quately measure and forecast the ef scarcity was in evidence from early and the absence of burdensome stocks,
fects, direct and indirect, of thewar in the year onward to its close, seek- owing to long continued
in October, 1 91 ing the form of close scrutiny of credwhich, starting
buying, should b'e helpful. It
drenched the Balkans and European its rather than that of acute high will not be forgotten that many crops
Turkey in blood, converted eastern rates, which indeed were rather con- were short in 1913, and prices, parti
Kurope into an armed camp, caused spicuously absent. Much needed sup- cularly of food, were high, which may
was given
hoarding of gold in Austria, France port to trade and finance
have helped agriculture as a whole,
and Germany, put a practical period at a critical time, early in June, by though no country ever made much
to the European financial and com- the secretary of the treasury's an- money out of its own crop shortages.
mercial boom, and in steadily widen- nouncement as to the possible use As, tjbt14l4 crop jjonditiyns, it may he
ing circles reached into and affected of emergency currency and the plac said' that said Conditions are favor
the finances and trade of countries ing of government money in the banks able and winter wheat is in excellent
areas.
thousands of miles away from and ap- in the surplus
shape. The matter of possible rail
parently unconnected with the hostil- The then good crop outlook was of way rate advances presses for early
ities. No country proved immune, course helpful, but with the realiza- solution. All of the advances asked
and all felt the strain of an already tion of the drought's damage in the for in past years would have heen
greatly overextended credit situation, west and southwest in August and insufficient to save some badly man
inability to borrow new loans and dif- September, business in large lines aged enterprises from the effects of
ficulty in getting old issues refunded. quieted down. Tariff changes, agitat: their own sins, but "the justice, indeed
Brazil and India, Germany and Aus-tri- ed or realized, were a brake on new the absolute necessity, of allowing
France and England, Canada and production in the autumn, and the the railways to recoup themselves for
Mexico, as well as the United States, scarcity of money conspired to make high cost of operation can hardly be
were affected, this country, perhaps new enterprise cautious. Industrial denied. In this matter the auguries
least of all, because of our wonder- - output, while large early, showed re- at the outset of the year are thought
ful export trade balance, cushioning pression later and sagged, though tho favorable, and, if they prove so should
the impact' upon us oil the outer world impetus given production early mad'3 have an important effect in stimulat
forces. Once again our membership in many cases for record production. ing demand for a variety of articles
Failures
in the family of nations brought home
which move through the marts of
The year's failure record was a full trade. Whether any great liquidation
to us the real interdependence of the
countries, and when we confidently one, exceeding that for 1912 by 4.9 in commodity prices is possible in
expected relief for our own financial per 'cent, and that for 1908 by 3 per 1914 is doubtful, and without that the
needs from our enormous export bal- cent, while liabilities increased 33 per often .predicted liquidation of labor
ance, Instead of gold supplies paid us cent over 1912, though falling 7 per seems to partake of the nature of a
in settlement of these balances, we cent below 1908. Half of the excess dream. High costs of all operation,
received back our own securities, in liabilities over 1912 was explained in fact, seem to have come to stay,
which as in other years of general by unsafe banking, a good part of the but it does seem possible to make
strain sold most readily in the world's balance being contributed hy large progress in the matter of reducing
markets. Indeed, as the result of dealers in rubber, in automobile, iron the world's most useless expenditure,
coal
exdhange operations, and lumber manufacturing and
that for armaments. Time will, perof
half
first
the
in
Failures
na
mining.
we found ourselves paying othjr
haps, be needed to heal the bruises;
1912,
tions' balances in markets where our the year were below those of
injuries
they were hardly
own trade interests required payments and the liabilities were only slightly that the business world received in
to Instead of disbursements by us. larger, but. the third quarter saw the 1913, but past experience would seem
of the world's chief circulating" me balance tip against the current year, to indicate that, lacking any serious
esDedallv in liabilities, which were
dium.
damage to the business fabric, of
difficulties swelled by the hanking troubles men which there are no
The world's financial
really tangible
bulked large in our list of problems. tioned, and the last quarter's failures signs, a comparatively quick revival
from the quiet visible in many lines
should ensue, governed, of course, by
the money and crop developments of
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USE ALLEN'S FOOT-EASThe, antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoes. If you want rest and
comfort for tired, aching, swollen,

simple and attractive.

Can be lighted without removing chimney
or snaae easy to rewicK.

d

Pueblo
Albucmerau
Bob
Butt
Salt Lmk City

n
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BUSTER BROWN SHOES

ANb

Choir Loft

FOR. BOYS AND GIRXS

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Raheyrolle,

will give you the service you are looking for. Every pair guaranteed to
wear satisfactorily or a new pair free. '
In style, fit and comfort they are unequalled and the variety of styles
enables you to get just what you want.

pastor.
a.m.; second mass
a. m. Sunday school In English
and Spanish at S P m, in Spanish at
3:30 p.' m. Rosary an' benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.

tt

First mass at 7:00
10

m.

00.50 a Pair
BOY'S WAIST SPECIAL
GGc to

,
for English

speakSunday school
Spanish speaking children
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.

ing and

Our entire stock of boys waists, including values from 50 cents to
$1.00, all sizes from 4 to 16 years, your choice for 25c

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Rev. Pau.1 Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a, m., third Sunday excepted. Second mass 8.30;
sermon in English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday schooL At 4
Benediction
of the Blessed Sacrament. At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, mass every fourth
Sunday by the pastor.

Wacner

.

ts

Iiudnut's

asmwaM& Son

Folding
Go-Car-

Laa VeiaaLeodinaSioro

Established

Toilet

SoiSickPLaja Preparations

1862

Abbott, Herbert G. Moore, Stephen B.
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
Davis, Earl Lewis and Henry C. LuSunday school 9:45 a. m.
cas. There will be a full choir and
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
crucifer.
Communion and preaching 11 a. m.
Everybody will be cordially welChristian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
comed to this service.
Evening services, 7:30 p. m.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

CHURCH
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Douglas avenue and Tenth street
Morning worship at 11 o'clock with
sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
Bible study and Sunday school ses-

FIRST M. E. CHURCH Cor."
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. Id.
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worship with Bermon at 11 o'clock. Ep- worth' League, 6! 15 p. m. Evening sion at 9:45 a. m.
worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock.
Society of Christian Endeavor at
A cordial Invitation is extended to
6:30 p. m.
,
all who have no other place of worA very cordial welcome is extended
01
vine ervices at this
ship to attend
to all people. The church particularchurch.
ly enjoys the presence and participation of visitors and strangers at the
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
communion service.

Regular services every Sunday morning at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C- - hail.

His Stomach Troubles Over
Mr. Dyspeptic, would you not like
to feel that your stomach troubles
were over, that you could eat any
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Comer kind of food
you desired without in
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B, jury? That may seern so unlikely to
you that, you do not even hope for an
Green, Pastor.
ending of your trouble, but permit us
school
m.
a.
9:45
Sunday
to assure you that it is not altogether
Morning worship with sermon at impossible. If others can be cured
11 a. m.
permanently, and thousands have
been, why not you? John R. Barker,
B. Y. P. U. at 6:30 p. m.
of Battle Creek, Mich., is one of them.
Evening yorship with sermon at He
says, "I was troubled with heart
i:ju p. m.;
burn, indigestion, and liver complaint
The ch9rcfc,flffends a cordial in until I used Chamberlain s 1 ablets,
then my, trouble was over." Sold by
tation to ,
r'Wo- all dealers. Adv.

f

THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
Railroad and National Avenues.
Hours of service::
Preaching 10:45 a. m 7:45 p. m.
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
If you are without a church home
come!
We can help you.
If you are looking for church work
come! You can help us.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
avenue, East Las Vegas.
Second Sunday
after Christmas,

January

4, 1914.

Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sunday school (in the church) 9:45.
Holy Communion and sermon, 11.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.

Processional 445, "When Morning
Gilds the Skies," (J. Barnby.)
Kyrle Eleison (Ancient Chant.)
Gloria TibI, Chant (Paxton.)
Hymn 219, "Here, 6 My Lord," (E.
Dearie.)
Sermon.
Hymn 602, "I Need Thee Every
Hour," (R. Lowry.)
Presentation of Alms, Chant, (Anon.)
)
Sursum Corda, sanctus,
(J.

Gross, Kelly & Co,
1

-

'

Sole Agents

,
How's This?
Hundred Dollars Re
Wo
One
offer
made
Pills
trouble and Foley Kidney
-- ward for any case of Catarrh that
AL BRIDWELL HAS A BIRTHDAY him well ana auio w wum.
helps. cannot be cured by Halls Latarra
Chicago, Jan. 3. AI Bridwell, the splendid medicine and always
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cure.
it.
Just
try
the
of
Cubs,
Chicago
popular shortstop
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, U.
Store. aqv.
will doubtless receive congratulations Cross Drug
We, the undersigned, have' known
from many friends tomorrow on the DOMINICAN CONGRESS TO MEET p t Phonev for the last 15 vears, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
occasion of his thirtieth birthday an
Santo Domingo, Jan. 3. The Domi- business transactions and financially
on
a farm nican congress will
niversary. Al was born
begm a special able to carry out any obligations
near Portsmouth, 0., and has been eession tomorrow to discuss the val- made by his firm.
playing professional ball since his idity of the recent elections and to' NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
nineteenth year. After a season or consider an act upon other matters
Is taken internalCure
Catarrh
Hall's
two with the Atlantic team of the of
public importance.. Jose Bordas ly, acting directly upon the blood and
Southern league and the Columbus
Tes
Valdez, provisional president of the mucous surfaces of the system. cents
Price 75
American Association team he enter
has Issued a public an- timonials sent free. all
republic,
druggists.
ed the big show in, 1905 as shortstop nouncement of his intention to abide per bottle. Sold by
a raiunf
tiau
iaxe
for Cincinnati. From Cincinnati he
by the decision of the congress on pation. Adv.
went to the Boston Nationals in 1906,
i
yi" i
the results of the election.
"
to the New York Giants in 1908, back
'
Subscribe for The OPo.
to the Bostons in the latter part of Joints that ache, muscles that are
1911, and from Boston to Chicago in drawn or contracted should be treatPILLS
.CHESTER
1913.
SNOW LINIed with BALLARD'S
uiLA,m
a
Tim vuauRii
Umnlut tot iV
Idleal Auk jour
MENT.
It penetrates to the spot
( hUkltrt UImmJ ilnu4v
an4
in
Hrd
iioU
t'llll
was
J.llicA
Sneffeis, Col. A. J. Walsh
where It Is needed and relieves sufboxes, soled vita Blu
Kioto.
fi'ak
other. Buy ef your J? .
badly done up with rheumatism and fering. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
UniKcH.
Ask(oil'lll.('iri.B.TKX
sent for Foley Kidney Pills which was
DIAMOND It HAND I'lIXXfer'
etth known as Best. Safest. Always Reilablat
the only tfying that would cure him. bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
SDtiY DRUGGISTS EVim:iC
Geo. Potter of Pontiac, Mo., was down Adv.

on his back with kidney and bladder
-

3

EI

m

f

3

Cam-idge.-

II:

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
9100,000.00

t

Agnus Dei, (A. F. M. Custance.)
Gloria in Excelsis,. (Old Chant.)

Recessional
Saviour,"

519,

"Saviour, Precious

(H. Coward.)

The vested choir is composed of
the
following:
Sopranos Misses
Lucy Myers, Chella Van Petten, Mary
Lowry, Ruth Winters, Madeline Mills,
Phebe Hart, Helen Noyes, and Mrs.
Abbott.
Altos Misses
Myers and
Webb and Mrs. Van Horn. Tenor- sMessrs. Clay and Van Horn. Bassos
Messrs. Taylor, Moore, Haskell, Geh- ring and Pace. Organist Miss Mann.
Crucifer Herman Spiess.
This church is open daily for pri
vate prayer and meditation.
Tuesday, January 6, 1914, Epiphany.

sweating feet, use Allen's Foot-EasIt relieves corns and bunions of all
pain and prevents blisters, sore and
he thing for
callous spots. Just
Dancing Parties, Patent Leather
Shoes, and for Breaking in New
Holy Communion, 10:30.
Shoes. It is the greatest comfort disAn
evening service, Epiphany lights
covery of the age. Try it today. Sold
7:30.
The following girls and boys
25c.
Don't
everywhere,
accept any
substitute. For FREE trial package, will take part in the Feast of Lights
Abaddress Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. service at 7:30: Misses Dorothy
Violet
Moore,
Y
bott, Emily Moye, Susie
Adv.
Hayward, Frances Hoskins, Frances
Wit- Veeder, Eileen southard, Bernice
A good 'remedy for a bad cough Is ten, Alice Long, Laura
Earickr,on,
BALLARD'S ITOREHOFND SYRUP, Margaret Fitch, and Elizabeth i ad- it heals the lungs and quiets irritation. gett; Messrs. Ben Strickfaden, CaldPrice 2Hc, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. well Archibald, Harry Clark, Waldo
L.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.- Spiess, Edward Raynolds, Ernest

Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,
J.

M.

1

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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Office with (lie San Miguel National Bank
WM. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY...
D. T. HOSKINS
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Interest PaJd On Deposits
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Vice President
Treasurer

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

SOCIETY LOOKS FORWARD TO A
FAMILY AVOIDS
YEAR OF BRILLIANT ACTIVITY
SERIOUS SICKNESS
JWNETEEN-FOURTEE-

TO BE A

N

HAPPY ONE IN LAS
VEGAS
We are standing on the threshold, we
are in the opening door,
We are treading on the borderland
we've never trod before;
Another year is opening, and another
year is gone.
We have passed the darkness of the
night; we are in the early morn ;
We, have left the field behind us o'er
which we scattered seed;
We pass into the future which none
of us can read,
Then hasten to fresh labor to thresh
and reap and sow;
Then bid the new year welcome and
let the old year go;
Then gather all your vigor, press forward in the fight,
.And let this be your motto, "For Cod
and for the right"
Henry Van Dyke.

'

Firemen's Dapce
Best in Their History
A success in every way was the big
annual New Year's Eve masquerade
pall, given 'by the East Las Vegas
fire department at the Duncan opera
honse Wednesday evening. The number of maskers on the floor, the size
of the audiience, and in tact, the
whole dance w.as larger than in any
former year.
The Simison orchestra played an
excellent program of music, keeping
the dancers busy all evening and until early the next morning.
The full program of the dance was
carried out. Althougn there has been
cons'decable comment on one particular costume, yet all were pretty and
interesting. The unmasking, a3 usual,
was interesting and many surprises
cam& with it. It was a jolly event
in every way, and the firemen deserve credit for their excellent entertainment.
The list of prize winners is as follows: King, Mr. P. A Linn, 100 calling cards by The Optic Publishing
company;
queen, Mrs. P. A. Linn,
bouquet by Perry Onion.
Most Handsome Costume

The New Year is here. It was
ushered in with brilliant social (uncFirst lady's ipnize, set of furs by
tions and a bedlam of noise in Las
Mrs. Frank Strass, Miss Bessie Clark;
Vegas. Not one minute of Wednes- second
lady's prize, electric stove
day evening was dull up to the time toaster by Las Vegas Light and Power
the calendar for 1913 had lost its last
company, Mrs. Charles Farley; first
leaf.
silver mounted
The two big New Year's Eve affairs, gentleman's prize,
umbrella by R. J. Taupert, Mr. Frank
atof course, attracted the greatest
Fitch; second gentleman's prize,
tention, and were both up to the min- sweater
by Ben Lewis, Mr. Charles
ute in liveness. Then, iu addition,
'.'
Farley.
there were numerous smaller affaire
Most Appropriate Costume
which added to the pleasure of the
First lady's prize, umbrella stand
week. The weekly clubs Showed
Rosenthal Furniture company,
by
signs of a revival from their inactiv- Miss Bessie
Worley; second lady's
ity of Christmas and the week pred
box of candy by the
prize,
ceding it, and everybody was busy.
Potter Candy company. Mrs. T. J. Car-vii-ll
On New Year'a Eye the usual reso; first gentleman's
prize, electric
lutions were made and the next day iron
by Charles o'Malley.Mr. James
the resolutions were broken, as usual, Fitch; second
gentleman's prize, pair
in most cases. Father solemnly swore of dress
gloves by Hedgcock, P. Ten-orithat no longer would he use the vile
weed, and yet the next day found him
Most Original Costume
pulling on his favorite cigar in a rapid
First lady's prize, Premo kodak by
way. "Doctor's advice" was all he W. F. Doll, Mrs. 0. M. Ward; second
couia or would say.
lady's prize, brass vase by Bacharach
Mother also made her resolutions, Brothers, Mrs. F. M. Keller; .first
and up to the present time about the
gentleman's prize, box of cigars by
only member of any family that has Charles Greenclay, John McGuire;
kept her resolutions Is she.
second gentleman's prize, box of ties
But then someone in the household by Joseph Hillbrand, Mrs. T. J. Carvill.
lias to be good. Sister decided that
Best Acted Costume
the New Year was a good time to reFirst lady'e prize, silver meBh bag
solve to go out less in the evening. by B. G. Murphey, Mrs. Molly
;,
Jack, John or somebody, calls up the
second lady's prize, bottle of
day after and of course she is de- perfume by O. G. Schaefer, Miss Eva
lighted and would gladly go. Good- Cook; first gentleman's prize, briar
night to another resolution. Brother pipe by Baer's curio store,' Mr. William
made so many that he was forced to Coleman; second gentleman's prize,
use a book to jot them down. Nearly box of
cigars by Tucker and Maloney,
as fast as he wrote them he was fig- William
Haydon and Harry Grant
uring out how he would break them Kelly.
without being caught, and his fertile
Most Ludicrous Costume
young mind soon solved the problem.
First lady's prize, casserole by the
Now Papa and Mamma think he Is Center Block Drug company, Miss
just the boy for keeping his resolu- Isabel Cutler; second lady's prize,
tions, but then well, he must have picture by the Las Vegas Undertaking
credit for doing something at least. company, Mrs. A. F. Blackburn; first
And so it went. Resolution and resogentleman's prize, ham by Las Vegas
lution all inspired by good intentions, Mercantile company, Mr. M. L. Tillyet could a noise like a cannon be man; second gentleman's prize, box
made ever' time they are broken Las of
cigars by Laubach & Benjamin,
Vegas would sound like a second civiil Fred Lewis. .
war,
Best Juvenile Costume
A- - New Year resolution good
First lady's prize, Japanese vase
by C. D. Boucher, Miss Alice Regens-burg- ;
At which no man could scoff
second lady's prize, box of
Will come when some strong soul
candy by O. L. Gregory, Miss Mildresolves
red Ward; first gentleman's - prize,
To swear off swearing oft'.
one dozen cabinet photos by J. L.
The New Year brings many good
tidings. Business promises to awaken, and everything looks good. Society
undoubtedly will begin soon to entertain more lavishly and father will go
back to nickel cigars and hard work.
five-poun-

.

.

Hay-ward-

The old year brought some sadness,
And it brought a touch of pain,
But it brought a heap of gladness
When our tears were dried again.
It brought us cares and duties
And some disappointments, too.
But it brought us charms and beauties
When our time of toil was through.

By Being Constantly

Thedferd's
McDuff, Va.

Supplied Wiii

EUck-Draug-

nt

"1 suffered

for several

fears," says Mrs. J. B. Whittaker, of
his place, "with sick headache, and

rtomach trouble.
Ten years ago a friend told me to try
fnedford's
which 1 did,
Ind I found it to be the best family medi-:ifor young and old.
I keep
ht
on hand all the
ime now, and when my children feel a
ittle bad, they ask me for a dose, and it
does them more good than any medicine
they ever tried.
We never have a long spell of sick-le- ss
in our family, since we commenced
ising
Thedford's
Is purely
regetable, and has been found to regu-at- e
weak stomachs, aid digestion,
indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
and similar
leadache, sick stomach,
lymptoms.
It has been in constant use for more
han 70 years, and has benefited more
nan a million people.
Your druggist sells and recommends
Price only 25c. Get a
Bckage y.
N.cua
Black-Draug-

ne

Black-Draug-

Black-Draugh- t."

Black-Draug- ht

re-ie- ve

JIack-Draug-

Lfionel Ward; second gentleman's prize, one dozen tickets to
Photoplay by Duncan & Browne,
Clarence Hite.
Best Waltzer
First lady's prize, silk scarf by
Mrs. A. Standlsh. Mre. Ed O'Brien;
second lady's prize, Japanese jardiniere by Baily's curio store, Mrs. A.
R. Langston; first gentleman's prize,
umbrella! by M. Greenberger, Ed Roberts; second gentleman's prize, handkerchief set by Cellers dry goods
store, H. P. Browne.
Cake Walk
First prize, cake by Graaf &
Mrs. David Walsh;
second
prize, dress shirt by Ike Lewis, Dan
Tooker,

Hay-war-

Burks.
Best Character
Box of cigars by William Cullen,
won by William Cullen for best negro
costume.
(He Is smoking the cigars
and congratulating h.imself that he
picked out such good "ropes" for the

firemen.)
The list of maskers and the characters represented is as follows: Mr.
and Mrs. P. A. Linn, king and queen;
E. W. Hite, Dutchman; Clarence Hite,
clown; W. C. McKelvey, clown; Dan
Burks and Robert Hart, Mississippi
swells; Thomas Lamb, Dutchman;
Llnoel Ward, u.ennen"t talcum boy;
Raymond Wright, alligator bait; W.
H. Coleman, Italian organ
grinder
and monkey; Harry Kelly and William Haydon, Jocko and monk; Arthur
Rogers, colored groom; Helen Rogers,
fairy; Alfred Rogers, Happy Hooli-gan- ;
Edith
Homer Reed, cavalier;
Wright and Goldle Oerline, Gold Dust
Twins; Elizabeth Wright, Jello girl;
Sidney Regensburg, G. M. Anderson,
motion picture actor; Mrs. T. J. Carvill, thistle; Mr. T. J. Carvill, sunflower; Viola Ground, Liberty; Floyd
Jones, clown; Mrs. Rusby, nail girl;
Mrs. E. W. Welsh, Red Ridinghood;
Mr. Keene, grandpa;
Mrs.
Keene,
grandma; Myrtle Keene, Filipino;
Carl Regensburg, hay and grain; Vernon Schlott, Grecian soldier; Alice
Regensburg, "I should worry"; Bessie
Nisson, girl of yesterday; Dewey Nis-sonight; Fern Fitch, Goddess of
Liberty; C. L. Jones, clown; Steven
El wood, Lil' Arthur; Pete Tenorlo,
devil; Fred Gephart and Palo Rosen- -

The old year that is clipping
O'er the edge of life today
With smiles of joy came tripping
Very gladly down the way.
But we stumbled very often
And at times we stooped to wrong,
But always, our cares to soften,
Love and laughter came along.
The old year that is starting
On its journey to the past
Will bequeath us, in departing,
Sacred treasures that will last.
Precious memories of blessings
That upon us are bestowed ;
All the smiles and sweet caressings
Of the friends along the road.
Of the cares that oft beset us,
Of the sorrow and the pain,
And' the things that came to fret us
Very little will remain.
These will vanish, and hereafter
We shall only keep in thought
What of happiness and laughter
And of friendliness it brought.
Detroit Free Press.
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thai, baseball kids; J. t: Sackman,
painter and decorator; Isabel Cutler,
bathing girl; Bessie Clark, Spanish
dancer; May Caldwell, Gypsy; Mrs,
Olive Langston, Domino; .Miss May
Young, Domino; Mrs. Charles Farley,
Madame Butterfly; Mildred Ward,
Colonial Lady; Charles Farley, mat
ador; Adrian Farley, Colonial Gent;
O. M. Ward, Prussian prince; Mrs.
O. M. Ward, patchwork girl; C. F.
Watson, Uncle Sam; John McGuire,
hack driver; Fred. Lewis. "Just a
coon"; Mrs. F. Chance, French danc
er; Eva Cook, foxy kid; Frank Fitch,
Columbus; Mable Woehler, Mary
Jane; M. M. Hay ward, Red Cross;
Loveta O'Brien, Mary Jane; Mrs. Ed
O'Brien, Quakeress; Mrs. Rowe, Gyp
sy; Mrs. J. Cook, Spanish dancer;
Mrs. Owen, cow girl; F. M. Keller,
George Washington; Mrs. F. M. Kel
ler, The Optic; A. F. Blackburn, yel
low clown ; Mrs. A. F. Blackburn,
farmer girl; Peter Murphy, clown;
Barney Bismark, Indian; M. L. Till
man, Happy Hooligan; Ed Roberts,
Indian chief; J. E. Young, Indian; Ed
O'Brien, Dutch comedian; Ellie Welch,
Gypsy; Mrs. H. R. Wean, Red Riding-hood; Gero Russell, witch; Mrs. J.
Rafftery, Turkish girl; A., L. Blel,
cow puncher; W. B. Charles, Black
Domino; F. W. Doolin, Watrous; L.
A. Nohr, Black Domino; F. S. Rowe,
torreador; Mrs. F. B. Selglitz, Chinaman; F. B. Selgletz, Spanish dancer;'
H. P. Browne, some sport
Castaneda Party
Was "Some" Affair
The first thought that came to the
minds of Las Vegas society folk who
attended the Fourth Annual New
Year's Eve party at the Castaneda ho
tel on Wednesday evening, when they
lazily turned over in their "comfy"
beds the morning after, was "Some
Party." It certainly was "SOME
Party." This opinion was general,
for every one present thoroughly en
joyed the evening, and the eats and
dancing left each with a vivid recollection of the good time.
The .party began about 9:?0 o'clock
Wednesday evening, and Thursday
morning don't ask at what time It
ended. For some of those present it
ended just as the old year passed out
of existence and the new one came
in, but these were few,, and the ma
jority remained somewhat later. However, the final breaking up was not
so late that any one met the milk
man on the way home.
The Castaneda was prettily decor
ated for the occasion. The colors of
the season were'jused, and in combi
nation with the jolly spirit of the
holiday' they presented, made the
hostelry an attractive place. Due to
the painstaking efforts of D. L Cole,
manager of the hotel, the dining room,
in which the banquet was served, was
a scene of beauty. The tables were
arranged in an Inviting way and covered with green foliage and flowers.
The tables numbered 22 and were arranged for the use of congenial little
gatherings giving each grownup of
diners an individual dinner party.
During the latter part of the ban
quet the younger set, becoming en
thused with the music, started dancing in and out among the tables and
in the lobby. Those who did not
dance, assisted in the fun by tapping
their glasses in rythmio time. This
part of the affair started the Jollity
of the evening in full swing and it
ended only when the last dancer left
the hotel Thursday morning. Dancing occurred in the dining room, from
which the tables were removed after
the banquet.
The music, furnished by an Albu
querque orchestra, was excellent In
every respect, being the liveliest ever
e
played
heard here. Not one
held that dragging swing, but every
selection blended with the lively spir
it of the evening.
The menu served at the banquet
was elaborate and elegantly served.
It was as follows:
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"Show me your friends and I will tell you who you are," Is
a saying old and true. No beverage ever had such a large circle
of Loyal friends as Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey. Its
popularity is not limited to any particular section Sunny Brook
is a universal Javorile everywhere. It is a safe, sane, satisfying stimulant, and this, combined with its exquisite flavor, rich mellowness,
and high tonic properties, have earned for Sunny Brook its worldwide supremacy.
Sunny Brook is bottled under the Green Government Stamp
unmistakable proof that it is straight, natural whiskey 100
U. S, Standard besides Sunny Brook carries the guarantee of the
Largest Distillers of Fine Old Whiskey in the World, that it is
scientifically distilled, and aged, In the good, old, honest, Sunny
-

Brook way,
ung

JANUARY

SUNNY BROOK la now bottled with our own patented
or
the
"Twister" stopper. One itvM
bottle tthL Ho Need for Cork ocrews

JW.wv..
General Distributors, Alcuquerque,

IN.
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Suffered with

Throat Trouble.
Mr. Barnes
used to be

of the Christian Endeavor society and
"Watermelon Question."
Last night was the first time that of the Sunday school class of Rev. J.
sheriff of
the two orders had met in a Joint L. Imhof of the Christian church took
session for the installation of officers. a trip to Romeroville ana spent th
County,
Ten nessee.
The whole affair was heartily enjoyed. evening there. The young ladies isx
From ex- - j
V V
the party furnished tasty lunches,
'
posure to
a most pleasant repast resulted.
and
Give
Elks
Dance
the, elements
he acquired I
Those who made up the party wers
For Rato i Brothers,
Last alurday evening at thoir club Miss Mabel Moores, Miss . Jennia
house
the Las Vegas Elks gave a Kolbo, Miss Angle Wilson, Miss Ethel
He
supdance for the bowling team of the Harper, Miss Lillian Horton, Miss
posed that
his heallh
(Raton Elks, which played a game Pearl Ellis, Misa Viola Ground, Mrs.
Vvas entirely V
with the local antlered bowlers Sun- Harry C Johnson, Rev. J. L. Imhof,
in
ruined,
v
day afternoon. The affair was en- Mr. Clarence Gerard, Mrs. C. R. Grifspite of all
the treat- tirely informal and was heartily en fith, Mr. Charles Kolbo, Mr. Walter
ment he
joyed by all present, who were as fol Kolbo, Mr. George D. Noll, Mr. Edcould
pro- $
lows: Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Dan ward Lewis, Mr. Robert Ground, Mr.
cure.
ziger, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Browne, Harvey Brown, Mr. Hesper Wilhit
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, Mr. and Mr. Thomas Bentley.
using four
bottles
of
Mrs. C. H. Bally, Mr. and Mrs.
and
Peruna h e
Ben
Strickfaden, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Knights of Columbus
claims that MR. B. W. D.BARNES,
he was en- ward
J. McWenie, Mr. and Mrs. Rich Have a Social Smoker.
t i r e 1 y McMinnviHe, Tenn.
Las Vegas council No. 804, Knights
ard Devine, Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Losey,
restored to health.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Trumbull, Mrs.. of Columbus, gave a jolly smoker
Catarrh of the throat Is not only an
J. H. Clary of El Paso, Miss Mildred Tuesday evening in the O. R. C. hall
annoylngr disease of Itself, but it exposes the victim to many other disBrowne, Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss for its members and visiting knights.
eases. We are constantly breathing
Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Jeanette An appetising lunchon was served
into our throats numerous atmosMiss Lorna Johnson, Miss following a short business session of
Ward,
pheric germs. Disease germs of- all
sorts. This cannot be avoided. If Helen Cunningham, Mis Louise Cun the council. Over the coffee and.
the throat is healthy the system is ningham, Miss Helen Kelly, Miss cigars numerous interesting talka
protected from these
poisonous
Marie Mann, Miss Mary Harris, Miss were made by the knights. Rev.
germs. But if the throat is raw and
Madeline
Kelly, Mrs. Henry, Mr. Larkin, Father A. Rabeyrolle, "chaplain of the
punctured with numerous little ul
cers, by catarrh, then the disease Mr. Gumm, Mr. Jewell and Mr. Ruth, council, gave an interesting address
germs have easy access to the system. all of Raton; Mr. Dan Kelly of Trini on "The Spiritual Side of Coiumblan-ism.- "
Keep the throat well and clean.
The smoker Is the first, of &
E.
This is the way to protect yourself dad, Mr. Ralph Rohrer, Mr. E.
series
of entertainments to be given
Mr.
Mr.
G.
W.
Charles
Ward,
against contagious diseases. Gargle Johnson,
the throat as explained in the new William Fugate, Mr. Herbert Gehring, by the knights during the winter.
"Ills of Life," sent free by the Peruna
Mr. Cecil Boucher, Mr. Grain Blood,
Co., Columbus, Ohio.
'
Mr. Lee Gerard, Judge David J. Leahy, Mrs. Landau Gives
Mr. Barnes says: "I had throat
A
Mr.
Mr.
Thimble
Colbert
Root,
Party.
Audley Grove,
trouble and had three doctors treatYesterday afternoon Mrs. Jacob H.
ing me. AH failed to do me any Mr. Wilson Mills and Mr. James Dilgood, and pronounced my health gone.
a number ot
Landau entertained
lon of Pueblo.
I concluded to try Peruna, and after
a, thimble party which.
at
ladies
young
using four bottles can aay I was en
was delightful in every 'wax At the
Christian Men
tirely cured."
close
of the afternoon refreshments
Entertain
Ladies.
Ask Your Druggist for Free Peruna
were
served. Present were Misa
at
First
the
Almanac
evening
Tuesday
1914.
for
Lucky Day
Christian church a jolly eocial oc- Pauline Levy, Miss Aileen RosetiKaL
Miss Caroline Harberg, Miss Regina.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Harris, Mr. and curred when the male members of
honor
in
entertained
Stern, Miss Mary Graubarth, Miss.
Mrs. George Hunker, Mr. and Mrs the congregation
Caroline Green
en- Ruth Nahm, Miss
as
men
used
The
ladies.
of
the
J. P. Earickson, Mr, and Mrs. Ed
Miss Ruth Parkin and Mis
entitled
farce
a
tertainment
berger,
funny
and
Mr.
Mrs. R. J. Taupert,
Lewis,
soIvan Bloom.
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Hammond, Mr. "Eve's Aid Society," the first aid
to
the
men,
according
originating
ciety
and Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mr. and
Hebrew Ladles'
Mrs. Charles Trumbull, Mr. and Mrs, in the Garden of Eden. During the
was serv Society to Meet.
a
bfg
supper
oyster
evening
Clarence Browne, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
There will be a meeting of the Heed. The following is the program of
Appel, Dr. and Mrs. F. B. Huxmann
arrival of brew Ladies' Benevolent society MonMrs. J. H. Clary of El Paso, Mrs. S the proceedings after the
ladies
church:
the
at
the
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
B. Rohrer, Miss Elizabeth von Bries
of the min Sig Nahm. This meeting is to be.
Calls
for
Gossip.
reading
sen, Miss Marie Clement, Miss Marheld for the purpose of electing ofutes, previous meeting.
guerite Bernard, Miss Regina Stern,
The minutes are now open for dis ficers for the coming year. All memMiss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Franbers are requested to be present Tha
cussion.
ces Myers Miss Lucy Clement, Miss
Call for approval of minutes.
meeting will begin at 2:30 o'clock.
Helen Kelly, Miss Mary Harris, Miss
Call for preacher coming year.
Rebecca Henriquez, Miss Helen Cun
Discuss raising f funds to pay the Dainty Luncheon
ningham, Miss Louise Cunningham,
For Holiday Visitors.
Miss Caroline Harberg pf Mora, Miss preacher.
'
Mrs. George L. Guy delightfully enat
discussed
sale,"
rummage
Suggest
Caroline Greenberger, Mr. Charles Il
tertained a few friends at luncheon
previous meeting.
feld, Mr. M, W. Browne, Mr. E. T. Rehearsal for concert.
Monday in honor of Mrs. Henry G.
Plowman, Mr. J. Frank Curns, Mr
First song by the Tadies.
Coors, Jr., of Albuquerque and Missi
C. J. Parsons, Mr. John Pugh, the
Alice Coors of the University of KanRecitation by Sister Imhof.
latter three of Wagon Mound; Mr.
Recitation by Sister Showalter.
sas, who have been spending the holiGeorge Fisher, Mr. George H. Klnkel
BurUs.
Recitation by Sister
days with relatives here. Smilax and
Mr. J. H. Richer, Mr. William Sprin
white carnations were used 5n decora- Recitation by Sister Noll.
ger, Mr. Charles Greenclay, Mr. N.
Suffrage talk by Sister iaunce,
J. Hines, Mr. Robert Duncan, Mr. Jay
Solo by Sister Barnett
Stern, Mr. Colbert C. Root, Mr. Wal
(Continued on Page Four)
Closing.
ter Parkin, Mr. John Harris, Mr.
1
imm i
Lawrence Tamme, Mr., Donald Hart,
:
A.
G.
Mr. Wilson Wills, Mr.
Walker,
Mr. Ralph Rohrer, Mr. Julius Krause;,
Mr. Max Krause of Mora, and Mr.

Warren

throat!
trouble.!
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Affiliated Lodges Have
a Joint Installation
Last night at the W. O. W. hall on
Sixth street a Joint Installation of the
of
Royal
recently elected officers
Neighbors and Modern Woodmen of

America was held. This was the largest attended and most
impressive
ceremony ever conducted by either of
these lodges. The Royal Neighbors,
the ladies' auxiliary of the Modern
Woodmen lodge, decorated the hal1 in
a pretty way with its colors, purple
and white, making a pretty scene.
Promptly at 3:30 o'clock the installation of the Royal Neighbors officers
for the ensuing year was begun with
an impressive and Interesting ceremony. Mrs. O. L. Freeman, installHat-ti- e
ing officer, was assisted by Mrs.
Nelson. The installation was conducted while music was played by J.
W. Burks.
The officers installed were: Oracle
Mrs. Mary A. Stewart; past oracle
Mrs. Ella Laemmle; vice oracle-M- rs.
Anna V. Morrow; chancellor-M- rs.
Martha Swallow; recorder Miss
Cora V. Montague; receiverMrs.
Mattie V. Fries; marshal Mrs. Irene
marshal Mrs.
assistant
Young;
sentinel Mrs.
inner
Frankie Bagwell;
HatUe Nelson; outer sentinel Mrs .
Fannie Mackel.
Following a short Intermission the
Modern Woodman began their installation. Past Consul Z. W. Montague, assisted by Head Escort O. C.
Zingg, acted as installing officers and
ushered the following into the Forest
of Brotherly Love to preside over the
Camp Fire of the order during 1914:
Venerable consul Charles H. Stewart; worthy adviser J. S. Nelson;
banker E. E. Gehrlng; clerk George
escort H. L. Noll;
J. Laemmle;
watchman Fred Nolette; sentry C.

Celery Salted Almonds Ripe Olives
Croute Au Pot, Cheese Straws
Fresh Lobster, a. la Newberg
Landed Breast of Guinea Hen, Virginia
Mushrooms Rissole Potatoes
Castaneda Salad
Strawberries a la Mode Cakes
Camembert Cheese
Cafe Nolr
Thoso nresent at the party were
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham, Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. Mills, Mr. and Mrs.
D. T. Hoskins,' Mr. and Mrs. M. A.
Van Houten. of Shoemaker. Mr. and
Mrs. W. G. Haydon, Dr. and Mrs.
W. H. Miller, Dr. and Mrs. C. S.
Losey, Dr. and Mrs. It. M. Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. W., J. Lucas, Mr. and
Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Lud-wiIlfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Sig Nahm,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Danzlger, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Danziger, Mr. and
Mrs. Stephen Powers, Mr. and Mrs.
E. J. McWenie, Mr. and Mrs. JosN.
eph Talcheit, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Kearney, Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Kaser,
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. Isaac Bacharach, Mr. and
A. McMillen.
Mrs. Simon Bacharach, Mr. and
Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
F6llowlng the installation the la
Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bendix, dies of the Rojal Neighbors served a
g

big oyster supper, which was thor Christian Young
oughly enjoyed. J, W. Burks, a local Folk Have Hayride.
A jolly hayride party was giveo,
comedian, sang several popular songs
and gave his famous recitation on the New Year's night when the members

is electric liriit
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It is the ideal illuminant
It is a clean light
It does not smudge the walls or ceiling
It is the pure air light

3

It consumes no oxygen gives

off no

k

impurities

It is the safe light the convenient
light the truly ecdnomical light

Mr

No home can afford to be without electric light. If your home is not wired,
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body, as In previous seasons, and will
be absolutely tireless. She will be
somewhat hard to control and will re-

quire more to run than any previous
ESTABLISHED 1879.
V?
4 model, but will make up for this in
Owners should put on the
Bpeed.
brakes
frequently, however, for
fron
very
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if she. once exceeds the limit, it will
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
be very hard to keep her within the
Mrs. Rohrer Entertains
(Incorporated.)
lawful speed thereafter.
For Her Daughter.
There will be several colors to
On Wednesday afternoon Mrs. S.
Editor. B. Rohrer entertained at a pretty lit choose from. The very light shade
..
ts. M. PADGETT
tle party given in honor of her little with yellow top and the dark models
daughter, Miss Laura Louise Rohrer. with brown and black tops will pre
Both should be handled care
Following an afternoon of games re- vail.
Present fully. Owners should bear in mind
freshments were served.
were Miss Laura Rohrer, Miss Mildred that the 1914 model will be very apt
Eatered at tbe postoffice at East
Miss Martha Powers, Miss to skid If the road isn't pretty smooth.
Lsa Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- Appel, Wartz, Miss Janet Ilfeld and Now, step up gentlemen, and select!
Dorothy
mission through the United States Miss Adela Ilfeld.
' WILLIAM SANFORD, in Jude.
(ails as second class matter.
V
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hopes for a success terminaSanta Fe, Jan. 3. Additional par- tion of Hr. Densmore's mission might
dons and commutation of sentences yet be entertained.
were announced today by Governor
That the interests of the
McDonald. The fact that the previous workmen were to cut considerable
e
conduct of the men benefited was
In the situation was indicated
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cows $4.407; heiffiews Department
steers
Main
on
Ths
was
minimum
serves
$5.758;
the
record
viest
January.
he only
pressure
afternoon with Mrs. Stephen Powers for one overworked society editor we
Investigate the alleged deportation of
and feeders $5.50
stockers
ers
$79;
sentence, while he is also given credit Charles H. Moyer, president of the heavy stock here was said, to he find
at a delightful session. Refresh know of.
calves $6.50
bulls
SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 1914.
to
Is
7.50;
$57.25;
known Western Federation of Miners, from ing no adequate outlet, especially
for good behavior by what
ments concluded the afternoon. Pres11.
owner
chief
off
the
counts
also
east.
as
which
time"
Moreover,
the
"good
(
ent were jMrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs. J. A.
the Calumet mining district.
OTtAL RUSHES INTO PKINT
sales of
Sheep, receipts 700. Market steady.
of his minimum sentence.
"It is strange that they could not was said to have hedged by
Talley,iMrs. Johanna Vollmer, Mrs. "MUTT AND
$7.508l25; yearlings $65?
news
Lambs
folIs
case
as
this
of
all
;came
On
in
details
each
The
top
Clarenceiiden and Mrs. II. S. Van
let us attend to that business, at least May.
wethers
Coral Clyce of Albuquerque has
in Argentina, Insuring 7.25;
$56; ewes $4.50
lows:
until we fell down," said the govern- of heavy rains
lau-- '
hed a weekly society publication Pgtten.
5.25.
Corn
in
for
three
from
that
sentenced
Wales
Ben
country.
V
"I am not afraid of investigations. a huge crop
iiiti led "Town Talk." Miss Clyce in
GET THE MONEY to five years in March, 1913, from Va or.
I like investigations. But why should
Delightful Musical
timates in the initial editions that her Is
lencia county, has his sentence com we not be allowed to attend to" our
Given in Mora.
jibps at social leaders in the society
muted to from two and a half to five own affairs? There is no reason for
Sunday evening at their home in
r
of the Albuquerque Journal, Mora
t
Dr. and Mrs. J. J, Bergmans THE POPULAR PLAY IS A WIN years.
the government taking that affair up.
of which she was writer for several
James Mitchell sentenced in No We are
NER IN ALL THE LARGEST
entertained a number of friends at
merely waiting for Moyer to
. years,
vember. 1911, from San Miguel county come back and
kept that paper continually in a musical, which was a most delight
CITIES
testify."
Hot water, resulting in her uncondifor from four to five years. Sentence
ful affair. The Bergmans' home was
The last telegram received at Lantional release. Doubtless applications
Even more auspiciously than either commuted to three and a half to five sing was forwarded here from John
. i';.rf
with pine and
prettily decorated
f hot water are distasteful to the foliage.' ' A pleasant evening was en its first or second season, did Bud years.
Densmore, of the department of labor,
W. F. Mentzer sentenced in April, in which Densmore informed
.'Journal, though many people who read joyed by all present. The musical Fisher's happy thought character conthe gov?.";t are of the
from Bernalillo county for from ernor
1913,
opinion that a liberal program given was as follows:
"Mutt
and
Jeff" open its third
that he cannot outline his proception,
years. Sen posed strike settlement plan at the
application, accompanied by the use "No Surrender" March
Morrison successive season as a musical com- two to two and one-haf
to one and
tence
commuted
vjf soap and a good rough towel,
Mrs. .Eagle, Dr. Bergmans
edy offering under Gus Hill's direc
present, time. Governor Ferris is
f
would make it more presentable and
to
two
and
years.
J. C. Bartlett tion. With an entire new production
"Dream" Song
nearly exhausted as the result of the
Ernest Neilson sentenced from Dona
'.ieemly.
from scenery to music, "Mutt and
Mrs. Eagle
trying times of the last few weeks,
Mis3 Clyce is a young woman of Loin du
Gillet Jeff have set out to conquer new Ana county In February, 1913, for and he Is spending the week-enat
Bal.
one-hal- f
considerable wit and is given to writ- Mrs. Eagle, Mrs. Bergmans and
worlds.
his home here.
"In Panama" is the title of from 18 months to two and
'i&g clever paragraphs. She is exMr. Krause
the new vehicle selected to lead our years, eligible to parole in March this
caustic
and
firemely
usually succeeds Song
heroes to fame and fortune in the year, and Charles L. Kelly sentenced STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
j
1912
in making somebody mad every time
Mrs. J. Cassidy
land of the "Mar ditch." From its from Bernalillo county in April,
of the Las Vegas Savings Bank at the
to
from
five
three
for
years,
eligible
3he tantalizes her typewriter. But Selection Opera Martha
Winner premier presentation, they have play
close of business December 31, 1913.
in April, 1914, were released
Bhe appears to work on the "I should
Mrs. Eagle, Mr. Krause
ed to absolutely capacity business for parole
Resources
Greene during the three seasons it has been conditionally on account of their ef San Miguel National Bank.$ 23,726.63
worry" theory. Doubtless her publi- 'Sing Me to Sleep"
state in the recent fire.
cation will be bitterly condemned by
'
Mrs. Bergmans
The success of forts for the
before the public.
Loans
.136,510.11
( Jf'jumcr'6
many people, but they will have to Dashing Troopers" March.Engelmann "Mutt and Jeff" is not alone unprece Their parole papers read that they are Real Estate
538.00
from said sentence
. read it .to
Dr.- Bergmans
find out what she is sayIt granted a "pardon
..
...
etc
19,500.00
...
dented, but almost unbelievable.
on condition that he report monthly Stocks," bonds,
ing "about them. Miss Clyce says no-- ;
is not a whit of an exaggeration to
I i
:;i'
in writing to the superintendomt of
1- -3
Mrs. J. Cassidy
5dy but the police can stop her. Her
$180,274.74
proclaim Gus Hill's cartoon play the the
penitentiary stating his where-- clTl'.Lange
t talent and ability to work are deser- "Flower Song"
1
most remarkable play in theatrical
Liabilities
abouts and occupation, and in the
Mrs! Eagle, Mrs. Bergmans and
ving of a more worthy publication than
...
.
.$ 30,000.00
Stock
history.
Capital
event he leads an industrious and up
-- Town Talk."
Mr. Krause
The jilay has yielded Its owner an
.
6,000.00
Surplus
full
a
to
life
be
entitled
he
shall
o
iliiMiilllHir
Rosey actual profit of a half million dollars right
"May Be" Song
.
6,356.31
Interest
and complete pardon."
Mrs. Eagle
The Optic has received an anony- In two seasons of thirty weeks each.
600.00
taxes
for
Reserve
the Sextet Opera Lucia Di Lammer- iou3 communication criticising
. 137,318.43
Dividing this equally among the five
Deposits ...
Donizetti
moor
tato fair. Of course, we cannot pub
separate and distinct companies which
Mrs. Eagle, Mr. Krause
Worp errand Wet p.eet'j
'
lish, it. The writer should have sent
have toured the United States and
$180,274.74
Cold and'weir feet are a da'ngerous
it to the Albuquerque Journal, which "Good Bye" Song: -- .11 Palo Tostl Canada, their profits have averaged combination
State of New Mexico
to women, and
especially
Mrs. Bergmans
more than sixteen hundred dollars per congested kidneys often result. Back- County o8 San Miguel.
appears to get great natisf actios out
"Star Spangled Banner"
f ipublishing anonymous knocks.
week each. The artistic success of ache, urinary Irregularities and rheu
D. T. Hosklns, treasurer and WilSee our beautiful line of Gowns, Petticoats, Drawers, Cpmbi-natio- n
o
Present at the affair were Mr. and "Mutt and Jeff as an offering and matic fevers are not unusual results. liam G.
and H. W.
president,
Haydon,
restore
the
Pills
regular
More than 1,000 tons orglass will Mrs C. D. Black, Mr, and Mrs., Carl the extent in which it has pleased Foley Kidney
Suits, Corset Covers and Chemises.
and normal action of kidneys and Kelly, director, and J. H. Stearns, di
U9 used In the construction of the Harberg, Mr. and Mrs. Perry McDon its
must
bank
be
ot
the
and
remove the cause
gauged according bladder
rector of the Las Vegas Savings
patrons
ARE JUSTLY PROUD OF EACH GARMENT
expo ald, Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Strong, Mrs. to these figures, as such extraordi- - trouble. Contain no habit forming of Las Vegas, N. M. a bank organized
buildings at the Panama-Pacifi- c
, ; Wt
Anita
Miss
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
drugs.
sition, D50 tons having already been Reeves EaglevMrs. Long,
now
could
,
not
have
results
aary; financial
under the laws of the territory,
"contracted for to be used jon gh't' ot Jtfong'k'iss 'Emma Strong, Miss bffii possible without corresponding Drug Store. Adv.
state of New Mexico, upon.patb, duly
Miss
th& main exhibit palaces. In the Ma Gertrude Black, Miss Rudulph,
to the- attraction.
merit,
extraordinary
sworn, each for himself deposes and
If.-Q- :
Gordon
chinery palace alone there are 2,000 Caroline Harberg, Mr.
As no musical comedy slitce ihe in
that the above and foregoing
says,
HERE
SHACKLETON
COMING
Donald
Mr. Milnor Ritdult,. Jr., Mr.
panes of glass dn the facader-uoALL TOWELS, SHEETS, PILLOW CASES AND BED SPREADS
of entertainment of that charstatement
of the resources and liabil
ception
3.
Ernest
Sir
New
That
Jan.
York,
isst&lled and 65,000 square feet of Black. Mr. Roy St. Vraln and Mr. acter has ever before equalled this
deon
interest
paid
Shackleton intends , to visit .America ities, depositors,
.glass in the skylights. When It is Max B. Krause.
record, we dare proclaim "Mutt and before startling on his Antarctic ex- posits, and dividends paid on capital
4
4
tons
of
glass
considered that 1,000
Jeff" the greatest ever.
pedition is stated in cable advices stock, of the above namsd bank at
In panes of the average thickness 1914 Model to
It s coming to the Duncan opera from London today. This visit, it is the close of business December 31st,
would cover an automobile road eight Be Best Ever
house Wednesday evening, January 7. said, was decided on by the explorer 1913 are correct and true.
The 1914 model woman will surpass If
fnsvt wide from San Francisco to Los
Subscribed and sworn to before me
you've seen "Mutt and Jeff' before, to permit him to discuss his proposed
.Sjigeles, a distance of 600 miles, and all previous models yet produced. This see It again by all means, there's a
Nineteen
3rd day of January,
visit
to
and
this
scientists
with
leave qnite a bit over, some idea of Is absolutely guaranteed. Men should new laugh to every minute from start expedition
Amer- fourteen.
of
several
number
of
the
allarge
the immensity of these figures may place their options at once, for,
to finish.
EDWARD S. LEWIS,
icans who have made application to
1
;.e gained,
though the supply is not strictly 11m
Notary Public.
his
join
party...
ited, those who make a quick choice
Best Cough Medicine for Children
My commission expires Dec. 6th, 1914.
will naturally secure the
WOMEN ARE FOOTSORE
am very glad to say a few words
"I
D. T. HOSKINS, Treasurer,
wounds are painful and
Newburgh, N. Y., Jan. 3 Som- road companions. Only one to a cus- in praise of Chamberlain's Cough
Ragged
W. G, HAYDON, President,
a
who
make
ewhat footsore, but full of courage, tomer, although those
Remedy,"' writes Mrs. Llda Dewey, cause much annoyance. If not kept
H. W. KELLY, Director,
Wis. "I have used it for clean
funeral Rosalie Jones and her suf--t selection which proves unsatisfactory Milwaukee,
they fester and become running
H. STEARNS, Director.
J.
and
myboth
children
for
-my
hikers left Jones' Point this may later have a second choice, after self and It never fails to relieve and sores.
SNOW LINIBALLARD'S
THE STORE OF QUALITY.
one.
t
New-first
of
the
enroute
8
o'clock
for
n'ngr at
lawfully disposing
j
cure a cough or cold. No family with MENT is an antiseptic healing remedy
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
The 1914 model will be very grace children should be without it as it for such casos. Apply It at niht be., .
Today's march took them
New York, Jan. 3. The stock-ma- r
so
well
cases
a
immediate
almost
curved,
relief
state
' oi h the Palisades
gives
lq
i
park, past ful, with slim body,
fore going to toed and cover with
I
of
(A, is f
ft fj 1 2J - M u Remeof
croup." Chamberlain's Cough
t point and over tfce steep moun- - as to attract immediate attention. She
cotton cloth bandage. It heals in a ket closed steady. Heavy selling
CN
ii li U V
fed V
li
L
lt.il
is
and
to
which
which
safe
dy
take,
pleasant
depressed
stocks,
the
much
leading
withstand
fcl.OO
Storm will be able to
pres is of
and
a. si, Old Crow's Nest and
50c
few
Price
25c,
days.
N.M!
great Importance when a medimarket abruptly after a quiet
hik-- sure, have small waist, firm clutch, cine must be given to young children. per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co. the
King It was snowing when the
no
to
traced
be
speclcould
below
the For sale by all dealers. Adv.
opening,
Adv.
i u'(r-d- .
partially visible mechanism
.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
The Bright Idea Whist club met
Dally, by Carrier
O--r Copy
? .05 yesterday afternoon with Mrs. SteOae Week
a5 phen B. Davis, Jr., at a delightful ses.65 sion. Refreshments were served folMonth
pa
Present were Mrs.
'CJste Year
7.50 lowing the game.
Mrs.
S.
Jan van Houten,
C.
Losey,
Dally, by Mall
Mrs. Herbert
Oae year (In advance).
$6.00 Mrs. E. J. McWenie,
CKx Months (la advance)
3.00 Clark, Mrs. B. D. Raynolds, Mrs. Brie
7.50 Hoke and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess.
Year (In arrears)
3.75
fSx Months (In arrears)..
Miss Spiess Gives
A Little Line Party. '
Weekly optiC'and
Miss Jeanette Spiess entertained
GROWER
evening several of her
Tuesday
tSJsEie
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Annual White Goods Sale
X,

2

'

LOT

3

Corset Covers, Drawers, Gowns and Skirts 65c value

A

N. W. Earl came in last night from.

"21o

LOT
'K.v?;
Corset Covers and Drawers 40c and 50c value at.

v

LOT

35o
&t..43o

4

53o
Jiis ranch near El Porvenir for a .short
'
business visit.
LOTS
Robert Vasse came In last night
Princess
Skirts,
Gowns,
Drawers,
Slips and Combination
from Roclada for a few days' busiSuits $1.00 value
79o
ness visit here.
LOT
Dr. P. R. Lord left last night for
Kansas City where he will be on busi
Drawers,, Gowns, Skirts, Princess Slips and Combination
ness for some time.
Suits Si. 25 values at.
of
Watson
Mr. and Mrs. C. P.
LOT 7
vis-I- t
O., are in Las Vegas to
Princess
Drawers,
Skirts,
Gowns,
Slips and Combination
for several weeks.
$1.75
and
$1.50
values
Suits
at
of
Wilson
A.
$1.25
J.
and
H.
J.
Kelly
Watrous came in this afternoon for
a short business visit
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hays returned
The Popular Price Stor
Phone Main 104
last night from Albuquerque where
they have been visiting for the past
few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Englehard of
Mrs. Charles Greenclay and daughter will return tomorrow from Denver Chicago are visitors in Las Vegas for PUJO RECOMMENDATION
wheer they have been visiting for the a Jew days on their way to the coast.
Air. and Mrs. Jan van Houten reIS GOING IN EFFECT
O. W. Marrah left last night for Deli turned to Raton this afternoon after
ver where he will remain. He has having been visitors in Las Vegas for
been a resident of this city for the the past few days.
FIVE SUGGESTIONS BY THE COMMrs. E. L. Murphey of Shoemaker
MITTEE PRECEDE LEGISpast six months.
Fred Gephart of Raton left this af- left this afternoon for El: Paso where
LATION
ternoon, for his home affer haying she will visit jfor seyera days' with
'
been the guest of Palo Rosenthal for friends and relatives.
New Yorto, Jan. 3. The announcethe past two weeks.
ment of the retirement of J. P. MorW. W. Tipton returned this aftergan and four of his partners from 30
g
PROGRESSIVES i OPEN
noon to his home at Los Alamos
directorships In 27 corporations and
been a business visitor here
Mr. Morgan's reference to the changes
Jor the past few days.
in public sentiment in regard to direcCAPITAL
OFFICE
IN
jMr. and Mrs. George H. Graham of
torships, has called attention to the
llellow Falls, Texas, arrived In Las
fact that five important recommenda- Vegas last night and will remain here THEY EXPECT TO TAKE PART IN atlons of the Pujo committee weie
for some time as visitors.
THE CAMPAIGN OF NEXT
already being iput into effect in adMrs. J. P. Stover of Grand Junction,
AUTUMN
vance of legislation requiring them.
Mrs.
Colo., is here visiting her sister,
They include the abandonment of
C. A. McMillan, who Is seriously ill
Washington, Jan. S. The progres- fiscal agency agreements, such as exxt her home on the boulevard.
sive party, In line with the action of isted between the New Haven and
for the democratic national committee
Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney
Morgan and Company, the aboliiton of
the Santa Fe Railway company, left and the republican congressional com Interlocking directorates, the aboliihis afternoon for Kansas City, Mo mittee, has established
campaign tion of voting trusts, reforms in the
where he will be on business for sev- headquarters in Washington, and pre stook exchange and reforms in the
H
eral days:
liminary work will soon be in full clearing house.
'
Mrs. Lucile Darwood, accompanied swing.'"''''
Whether Mr. Morgan will decide to
Darwood,
Representative HInebaugh of Illi- withdraw from the directorate of the
by her daughter, Miss Ruth
arrived In Las Vegas yesterday and nois, chairman of the progressive United States Steel corporation was
will remain here for the next week. congressional campaign committee, the subject of 'a great deal of specuhas "sentttrthe chairman pf the cen- lation today.
They are from El Paso, TexaS.
Mrs. M. F. Schmidt returned last tral committee of every state a letwith ter announcing the completion of
night after having been a visitor
for the congressional organization. The judge Mcpherson recovers
Miss.,
.Greenville,
in
her daughter
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 3. Judge
Schmidt
Mrs.
the past four months.
progressive headquarters will be conSmith
McPherson, of the United
Kansas
City,
transalso'in
then
until
and
tinued here
has been visiting
July
court
for the southern district
States
Mo.
ferred to New York and Chicago.
was forced to leave a
who
of
Iowa,
Mora
of
Back
Maurice
so
Mr. Iffnebaugh said today that
Mr. and Mrs.
here
train
yesterday on account of
3 eft
last night for Meridian, Miss., far no plans had been discussed rehad
time
entirely recovered today.
some
illness,
for
Tvhere they will visit
garding the participation of. former
his trip to Mooresvllle,
continued
He
in
home
former
now
their
in
to
South
President
Roosevelt,
and later go
sister.
visit'
his
to
Ind.,
locate.
will
America, in the coming campaign,
Philadelphia, where they
business
he
retired
from
the
has
Mr. Back
but that
progressives expect
Subscribe for The Optic.
( ill take
part.
in Mora,
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MAN ENGINE"

CONDENSED STATEMENTS OF THE CONDITION OF

PEOPLES BANK

'

-

Corset Covers and Drawers 25c and 35c value at ;...;,:

Mound.
George A. Fleming left this afternoon for Shoemaker on a short busi-

ness visit.

'"

We again offer our patrons the choicest selection of underwear ia muslin, cambric, nainsook and crepe ranging as follows:

' Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
liomaine. Adv.
Barney Higgins of Mora Is a business visitor In Las Vegas for a few
days.
W. G. Ogle returned last nighb from
a short business visit to Wagon

'

USEA

SATURDAY,

Drawers, Gowns and Skirts 75c and 85c values at

6

98o

Hoffman & Graubarth

'

RESOURCES

TP

Pi

a Cornish Mine 8haft or
the "Man Engine.

Descending

ing rod and on the side of the shaft
and the sets of platforms are 80 ar
ranged as to be at the same level at
the high and low position of the rod
In descending, the miner steps on th
moving platform when it is at th
is carried
end of the
down 12 feet He then steps off ant
whei
waits for the next
he is carried down another 12 feet
This process is continued until th
bottom of the shaft is reached. Foi
ascending this process is reversed
Platforms on opposite sides of thi
shaft enable one set of men to de
scend while another set is ascendint
without Interference.

--

U

CLAIMS ASHES FROM THE

Box Containing Them Was Cast Frorr
Pier, But Did Not Sink
as Expected.

Atlantic City, N. J. George A. Hat
fa of Philadelphia came to this cltj
and claimed the box which wai
miles from this shore
picked up 1
by Capt. Horace Smith containing th
ashes of his mother, Ida Haifa.
He wanted to bmy the box in the
ocean, he said, and was amazed whei
the box of heavy brass did not sink
as he cast it from the end of the piers
He found he could not get it again,
and told one of the workmen of the
pier to look out for it in case it
washed ashore, and offered a reward
of $10 for its return to him.
Haffa told Chief of Police Woodruff
that the body had been exhumed from
one of the old cemeteries of Philadel
phia after having laid in the grave five
years, and was cremated last Tuesday
He took the box back to Philadelphia
and will have it interred in one of the
cemeteries there.
GIRL HAS STRANGE AILMENT
Young Child Victim of Rare Disease,
In Which Skin Hardens All
Over the Body.

AWARDED

V)

Medal and Diploma for Superiority
over all competitors at the great
World's Fair and at all fairs and
expositions " wherever exhibited.

Total

$184,655.60

SUN

WILL

ABSORB

Child la Born Beside Its Father's Open

Grave

In a

Cemetery

In

Chicago.
Chicago. Life and death touched
hands for an instant at Mount Greenwood1 cemetery the other dayi' for a
few minutes after the body of Bruce
Merrick was lowered in the gTaje
there was born to his widow another
Bruce Merrick.
Broken-hearteMrs. Merrick insisted on going to the graveyard, though
urged to remain at home. At the
cemetery she cried:
"Leave me out of the carriage. I
must see Bruce buried!"
She had
nearly fainted, but reached the carriage and there the boy was born before a physician could be summoned.
Mrs. Merrick was taken hom la the
undertaker's ambulance.
'

d

imitation, low grade Wands.

t.

v

DEATH TOUCH

1

........

profits

.... ..,

Total

$320,653,83

$184,655.60

WORLD

Professor Fauth, a British Savant,
Thinks New Solar System Will
Be Created.
Berlin. The whole of the present
solar system Is ultimately to fall into
the ran, causing an explosion that
may result in l. new solar system.
Such is the theory put forward in the
Weekly Journal of Natural Science by
n
asProf. Philip Fauth, a
tronomer, whose reputation has rested
principally upon his researches into
conditions on the moon.
The novel feature of Dr. Fauth's theory is that it is based upon the supposition that a great part of the known
solar system, including especially the
planets Jupiter, Uranus and Saturn,
are not composed of mineral matter
at all, hut are tremendous masses of
ice, or balls of ice surrounding a mineral kernel.
Futhermore, he declares, a part of what ie now known
as the milky way is not mineral or
gaseous, but "a ring of ice dust,"
masses of particles of ice suspended
In, space, the outer planets receiving
a constant addition to their ice mass
from this source.
Professor Fauth declares that the
world already at some remote period
has had a similar experience, resulting in the death of nearly all animate
nature and that all species of life as
we know it have arisen since then.
Eventually the planets swinging
through their narrowing orbits will
fall into the sun, causing a new explosion and perhaps the birth of a
new solar system, but for thousands
of years before that time all life, either on earth or elsewhere; will have
disappeared.

NIPPED IN THE BUD
EGYPTIAN WARDERS CUT. LOOSE
INTO THE CROWD WITH LOADED RIFLES

Cairo, Egypt, Jan. S. Four convicts
were killed and 60 seriously wounded
today when the prisoners confined in
the Toural penitentiary mutinied and
were fired on by the guards.
A conspiracy to break Jail had been
suspected, and the convicts were paraded in the court yard of the prison.
.
The warders began to search them,
A" Difference In Working Hours
and one of . the prisoners struck : a
searcher. Thla was the signal for a ,' A man's working day is 8 hours.
organs must work perfectgeneral onslaught on the warders by His24 body
to keep him fit for 8 hours
hours
ly
e.several hundred prisoners.
wnrk Weak. nore. inactive kidneys
can not do it. They must be sound
ana neaitnuy active au m uui. rir
Kldneir ITWlls will' make theni so.
lv
TOOiiUUCII
You cannot take them into your sys
tem without good results iouowms-O- .
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drus
ACTING Store. Adv.
THESE
-

IIEALISOP

IMS

MONUMENT.

JONES-BOWEfl-

THEY ROBBED, BANKS,, FOR THE
MOVIES UNTIL THEY WENT
CRAZY ON THE SUBJECT

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

Case,
Riverside, Calif., Jan.
23 Tears Practical Experience.
and Thomas Green,., the motion picW. W. BOWERS- ture actors who robbed the Palo Ver E. A. JONES .
Paul

HE. DUNCAN;

THE DEATH OF "LITTLE JIM"

JANUAIUT 7th.
CUS HILL PSVESniTS

Ancient Cottage That Housed Scene
Depicted by Farmer's Poem to
Be Torn Down.

The lines run:
The cottage was a thatched one,
Its outside old and mean
And as the years have passed ii
seems to have got older and meaner.
until now it has been condemned by
the sanitary authority.
It Is the scene of the death of Tit
tie Jim," whose departure from this
life has been described many thousands of times in the words of Edward Farmer's verses 'Tie ws.s a col
lier's only child, they called him "Lit
tie Jim."' The old recitation still
runs "We are seven" and "You ar
old, Father William" very hard in the
race for popularity.
The cottage is in a narrow lane
which runs from the town of Poles-wortto the mining village of Dor-doIt is in the center of the Warwickshire coal field, and stands upon
some land wh,lch was recently bought
by the Warwickshire county council
for small holdings. The local sanitary authority having condemned it as
being unfit for habitation, the county
council decided to offer it for sale,
and it has come under the hammer.
It Is a picturesque old place, and the
local people are anxious that it should
be preserved as a memento of a story
which has been told so often as to
have almost become a classic in the
third and fourth standards of our

de Valley bank at Blytho, Calif., of
approximately $5,000 on December 2,
pleaded guilty in superior court here
today "to th3 murder of William
Bowles, cashier of the bank, who was
slain when he tried to intercept the
bandits. They were remanded for
sentence January 14. '
Case and Greene had been acting in
bandit roles for film plays. They
robbed the bank the day after Ralph
Farlss held up the Sunset express
at El Monte, Calif, and killed Horace
Montague.
They were captured two
days later in bed at a house in EI
Centre, Calif., 140 miles from the
scene of their crime.

CONVICTS' MUTINY IS

v.-.i

That Very Fuuny Play That lias Swept the Whole
With Cyclones of Laughter.
Overshadowing Any Cartoon Play Produced Since
Ink Was Invented.

London.
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The Two Funny Fellows

l I

Come to J.ife, You See Them

I
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j in t,e Morning Papers, and
A Meet Them Face to Face at

J

the Theatre.

50 PEOPLE - SO
TWO CAR.S OF SPECIAL SCENERY

14 Months in New York, 6 Months in Chicago, 4 Months

in Boston

Seats at Murphey's

Prices, $1.50, $1.00 and 75c

W FOB THE IE 7 YEAR
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Undivided
Deposits

$320,653,83

Dec. 31, 1913
$114,220.00
3,709.00
398.70
8,438.47
194,286.36
77,116,90

,.....$107,140.00

The Above Statements are Correct. John W. Harris, President

Pikesville, Ky. Little Ruth Ward,
four, is apparently a victim of the
little known disease called schro
as appears
derma, or
from the diagnosis of four different
physicians. T he skin all over the
child's body
tightening' and it has
become perfectly hard. But the little
girl does not appear to be suffering
any inconvenience or ill effects from
the ailment, and goes to play just as
formerly. No attempt will be made to
treat her here, but she will be taken
to a Louisville hospital, where her
case will be studied by physicians in 6
r
their work for research.
It is commonly regarded as an Incurable disease, and but few cases
have been met with in the United
States.
HAS LIFE

Capital
Surplus

;

,

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING
POWDER is the one great baking powder, for over half a century
known and celebrated for its purity, strength? and keeping quality.
Its use assures the food against
alum and all forms of unwholesome adulterations that go with

Deo. 31, 1912

.....

"hide-bound,- "

(o

LIABILITIES

Dec. 31, 1912 Dec. 31, 1913
Loans
$272,799.88
...$139,589.40
2,700.00
2,700.00
Bonds, Stock
Furniture and fixtures.. ... 1,000.00
8,459.00
Cash and sight exchange..' 41,366.20
37,694.95

well-know-

'

after-havin-

Rendered to the Traveling Auditor and Bank Examiner of the State of New Mexico

Machine Served the Purpose of Conveying the Miners to and From
the Deep Workings of the t
Many Drifts.
London. In one of the tin mines of
Cornwall, jungianu, a curious device,
known as a "man engine," is in use
for conveying the miners to and from
the deep workings, says' Popular Mechanics. Near the mouth of the shaft
is a large walking-beaengine. To
the rim of the flywheel of this engine
a driving rod is attached, and by
means of a pivoted connection, the
motion of the wheel is transmitted to
a1 vertical lifting rod in the mine shaft,
as shown in the illustration. " The
lifting rod has a vertical movement of
12 feet. At Intervals of 12 feet platforms are supported both on the lift- -

TRUST CO.

EAST LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO

Curious Device Used in Tin Mines
of Cornwall, England.

"Little Jim's" Cottage.
elementary schools. The amount to
be raised Is not excessive about
50
would cover it Some of us who are
older may remember the lump in oui
throats as we heard how
The cottage was a thatched one
Its outside old and mean,
Tet everything within that cot
Was wondrous neat and clean;
The night was dark and stormy,
Tha wind was blowing wild;
A patient mother sat beside
The deathbed of ber child;
A little wornotit creature,
His once briRht we Rrown dim;
He was a collipr's only child,

and we need you to help the good cause. To

start

off here we go:

$9.85 for $15.00 Brass Beds, 2 inch Posts
$8.95 for $13.50 Vernis Martin Beds, 2 in. Posts

all other beds in the house at 25 Per Cent of
for Cash

For. Saturday and Holiday Only

They called him "Uttle Jim."

Bhe saw

that he was dytnsr.
The child she loved bo dear

Perhaps, In spite of a
but
sanitary authority,
"Little Jim's cottage may yet bo
hard-hearte- d

public-spirite-

siared

d
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
THJS BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

3T

CHAPMAN

The wedding festivities promise to
be the most costly and elaborate Berlin has- ever known, excepting, of
course, the festivities that have at
tended the marriages of members of
the imperial family. They will extend over three days, beginning with
a dinner party tomorrow evening, and
followed by a reception on Monday,
while the wedding will take place on
Tuesday. All three functions will be
held at the magnificent von Priedlander-Fuld
mansion in the Parlser-Plat-zadjoining the French embassy.
is the
Fraulein von Frledland-Ful- d
sole heiress of a fortune estimated at
Her father is the largest
$15,000,000.
income taxpayer in Berlin, his annual
contribution on a taxable fortune of
$11,500,000 being $827,000.
Berlin's biggest fortune, much of
which by the coming marriage may
some ,day be transferred to England,
is that of a typically
Ger
man of Emperor William's era. Born
the son of a Jewish coal merchant
named Friedlander, he managed by
business acumen to become the do
minating figure in the Berlin coal
market. His wife is the daughter of
an Amsterdam Jewish banker named
Fuld. After both had been converted
to Christianity and ennobled by the
kaiser in 1906, they took the family
name of von Friedlander-Fuld- .
The
Coal King" is one ul the German
millionaires ox wh
the kaiser re
lies for substantial support for pa
triotic projects. Fraulein Marie da
beautiful ibrunette, an accomplished
linguist and equestrienne, and is pop
ular in society.
L
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JANUARY

WEALTHIEST HEIRESS TO WED
Iterlin, Jan. 3. Berlin society is on
the. qui vive In anticipation of the
wedding next week of ' Germany's
wealthiest heiress, Fraulein Marie
Anne von Friedlander-Fuld- ,
only
daughter of the Berlin "Coal King",
Privy Councillor Fritz von Frledlan-der-Fuland Hon, John Mltford,
fourth son of Lord Redesdale of Ens-lan-

C)

Yoimr
Erring

SATURDAY,'

e,

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night M
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
thrd Thursday in g o'clock, visiting members are te
each mouth. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Pree
brothers cordially dn- - dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. B.
ited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H, S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

II

RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED

A

n

COLUMN

ADVER-

Petten, Secretary.

TISEMENTS

nes

advertisements charged
at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
All

onle Tenuis at 7:1 p. a. u. H.
C; Chas. Tanrae, Recorder.

will be booked

KlakeL

at

Do you begin to cousht

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic

East Bound
Arrive

Brlnegar, H, P.; p. o. No.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No.
Blood, Secretary.
No.
A.

self-mad- e

.

Meets first and third Tues
day evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting hrothers cordially invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
'ytSbw conclave pwl.fi Tua-- y
No ad to occupy less space than two
In each month at Ma--

No.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, .MAIN

I. O. O. F. LAS VFftAft
- iniME
VI W
1. Meets every Monday

ma
,W
evening at

L

their hall on Sixth Btreet All vl5tln
brethren cordially Invited to attend
F. D. Pries, N. Q.; Gus Lehman, V. O.;
VJzrAcd
T. M. Elwood, Secretary' Karl Werts
C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeter.
LADY Employed, wants clean steam Treasurer;
Trustee.
heated room, close in. Address S,
care Optic.
a. p. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED Girl for general
house-month
Elks' home on Ninth street and
work. 1102 Eighth Btreet
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are
Invited. Gov. Wm, J.
cordially
WANTED Chambermaid at Las Ve
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
gas hospital.'
Secretary.

Ftsr Sato

night,

just when you hope to sleep? Do you FOR SALE Household
goods. 716
have a tickling throat that keeps you
Seventh street.
awake? Just take Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound. It will check the
cough and stop the tickling sensation FOR SALE Underwood twpewriter,
at once. Does not upset the stomach,
No. 5, also Remington, No. 10, latis best for children and grown per
est model. We can save you $25
sons. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
to $45 on any make typewriter. The
Adv.
Store.
Drug
Rosenthal, opposite the Y. M. C. A,
Colds to be Taken Seriously
Intelligent people realize that com
mon colds should be treated promptly,
it there is sneezing and chilliness
with hoarseness, 'tickling throat and
coughing, begin promptly the use of FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
oley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
private board if desired. 710 Grand
is effective, pleasant to take, checks
avenue.
a cold, and stops the cough which
causes loss of sleep and lowers the
vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer and FOR RENT Cottage In desirable
Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
neighborhood, newly painted, paperea, electric lights. Low rate.
The "Mischief Quartette" and It's
Phone Purple 5301.
Work
Each year the month of January
numbers Its list of victims from In- FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
tluenza, la grippe, bronchitis and
employed,
comfortable, furnished
pneumonia. The prompt use of Fo
room; no health seekers. Phone
ley's Honey and Tar Compound will
,
Purple 5301.
check the onset of a cold and stop
cough, preventing the development to
more serious conditions. Keep It on FOR RENT Five room house 91Ii
hand. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Second street. Inquire 820 Railroad
Adv.
Drug Store.

For Heat

-

Avenue.

'

2... . 7:20
4.;, .11:54
8... . 2:25
10.... 1:35

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

p.

p. m.
a. m.
p. m

Depart

m... ..

a. m.....
p. m.. ...
p. m......

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

p. m.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

r

j

-i-

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR
it s giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do wiy
way when you
learn how Much

L. O. O. MOOSE

BeflerEMPRESS
FLOUR redly) is. g
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

(A

LODGE NO. 541

Meets every first Tuet
day of the month in the vestry roonu
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P
m. Visiting brothers arts cordially In
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Chart!
Greenclay, Secretary.
I. O. of B. B.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT "S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' 6 A A
STANDARD
S ILVER

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W

Local Deputy. Visltins
members are especially welcooe ana
cordially invited.
Montague,

APPLICATION
FOR GRAZING
' PERMIT
NOTICE is hereby given that all
applications for permits to graze cat

p. m.

For YOU!

Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flersman, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth Btreet,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

ROSENWALD

. .

7:45
.11:59
. 2:30
2:00

Arrive

1..

No.
No.
No.
No.

first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and

. E.

Depart

a. m.. . .
p. m
West Bound

KNIGHTS AND LADIE8 OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the

Meets second an
fourth Thursday
evening eaci
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A, Linn Secretary

p. m
p.' m.

FRENCH-GRE-

Y

(STERLING) FINISH

y

tle, horses, sheep and goats within
the PECOS NATIONAL FOREST WILL buy and Bell cattle and horses, KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNEMPRESS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Address S. Esqulbel, Mineral Hill,
during the season of 1914 must be
filed in my office at Santa Fe, New
C.
can be ov
O.
N. M.
R.
ourth Thursday in
hall,
Mexico, on or before
s
January 25,
members
Pioneer
building.
Visiting
tained in this city from
1914.
Full information in regard to
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
the grazing fees to be charged and
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
blank forms to be used in making applications will be furnished upon request. THOMAS R. STEWART, Su-LOST Freight bill hook. "Armour"
pervisor.
on cover. Return to L. V. Transfer
20c per 161 it's.
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
company.
25c per 108 Its.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery .
of pompilio BuccI, deceased.
200 lbs., to 1,009 lbs. Each Delivery
State of New Mexico, County of San
per 1Ct lbs.
DR. F. B. KUXMANN
.40c per 1l lbs.
60 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Miguel, Office of the Probate Clen:
Dentist
.
Less than SO lbs., Each Delivery
.....50c per Ut lbs.
County of San Miguel, N. M.
Dental work of any description at
To all whom it may concern, greetmoderate prices
,
ing:
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1J
.. You
are hereby notified that the
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
24th day of February A. D. 1914, has
Harvesters, Storara, aad Distributors of Natiral Ice, tie Parity MM
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Lai Vega JTamoafl,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAi AVENUE
)
Court, in and for the County and
f3he
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
the last will and testament of said
MERCHANTS CAFE
Pompilio Buccl, deceased.
In testimony whereof, I have hereThe Best Place to Eat
unto set my hand and affixod the seal
of the Probate Court this 24th day of
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
.

Lest

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

..........

.M.....30e

:

AGUA PURA COMPANY

December, A. D. 1913.
LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of the Probate Court.

j

C.C. CLAYTON, pPp
DOUGLAS AVE.

517
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Next to Postal Telegraph Office
of Tina G. Elston, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel, Office of the Probate Clerk,
County of San Miguel, N. M.,
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
To all whom It may concern, greeting:
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
You are hereby notified that the General Massage, Hair and Scalp
19th day of February A. D. 1914, has
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manibeen fixed by the HonoraWa Pronate
cure, Chiropody.
'
Court, in and for tha County and State
Hotel Romalne
aforesaid, as the day to prove the last Office Hours: 1:30 p, m. to 3:30 p. m.
will and testament of said Tina G.
Elston, deceased.
ATTORNEY)
In testimony whereof, I have here:,

unto set my hand and affixod the eeal
of the Probate Court this 18th day of

ANT Ads
Are Best

in Las Vegas

HUNKER

& HUNKER

George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hankei
Decemher, A. D., 1913.
Attorneysat-LsLORENZO DELGADO,
New MexJ
Clerk of the Probate Court. Lea Vegns,
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be "a boy, father. X wouldffien grow
to be a great fierce person with a mustache like you. Imagine me, father,
with a mustache," and the two Iaughe3

together.
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bay' horse, trotting slowly along, saw
CHAPTER III.

Without Fear.
The gilder was at work gilding the
great ball on top of the church steeple.
Kvery twenty years this had to be
done, and it was an event in the village. Moreover, it was dangerous, and,
like all dangers, fascinating.
iThe boys of Vieques stood in groups
In the street with their heads bent
back, watching the tiny figure of a
man that crept up an invisible ladder
far in the air, lashed to the side of the
steeple. Up and up it went, like a fly,
crawling on the fleche, and there was
a sinking feeling in each boy's stomach which was delightful, to think how
at any moment that creeping black
spot which was the gilder might fall
down, down, and be dashed to pieces.
Achille Dufour suggesteu, 'Even
Francois would not dare climb that
ladder to the ball. Dare you?"
The great brown eyes of Francois
turned about the group; the boys waited eagerly for his answer. It was always this one who led into the dangerous places; always this one who
went a bit further when the others'
courage failed.
"I dare," said Francois. Then the
dark heads came together in an uneasy mass, and there was whispering.
that day several
At the dinner-hou- r
mothers of the village remarked that
their small lads were restless, not intent as usual on the black bread and
the soup of chopped vegetables and
the green beans all anxious to finish
and get away. Only the mother of
Francois, however, reasoned from this
that mischief was brewing. When the
elim, wiry, little figure slipped from
the table and out through the open
door, she rose and followed and stood
In the great entry watching him race
across the field toward the church. He
veered but once in his straight path
to turn to the Prilpoteaux cottage,
where the gilder lodged while in Vie,
ques.
"How soon will one be at work up
there again?" he asked through the
window of Auguste Philpoteaux sitting at his dinner, and the man answered
"It may be in half an hour, my boy,
Not sooner." And Francois raced on.
By this time a boy here and a boy
there had stolen from their dinner
tables and were gathering in groups
down the street, but the elders paid
no attention. Francois disappeared in-the church; the boys began to grow
breathless.
'
"It will take some minutes for the
stairs," one said, and they waited.
:Two minutes, three, perhaps five;
jsomething rose out of the trap-doo- r
leading to the platform from which the
teeple sprang a figure, looking very
Ismail so far up above them. Instantly
3t attached- - Itself, like a crawling fly,
to the Bide of the steeple; It moved
Henri Dufour, below In the
vtreet jumped as a hand gripped his
iarm. He looked up frightened at La

the meeting.
"It is a woman out of the common,
that one," he spoke aloud. "She rules
herself and the boy." And the hoy
looked up as he came and smiled and
tugged at his cap with the hand which
his mother did not hold.
"Good morning, m'sieur," he said
with friendliness, and the rider stared.
"Sswre bleu!" he flung back in his
,

.

.

,

"Rise, Chevalier Francois Beaupre!''
strong sudden voice. "It is my friend,
the marshal. Was it you, then, glued
up there? Yet another fashion to play
with death, eh? Nom d'un chien! You
have a star of good luck you are
saved for something great, it must
be."
"M'sieur the Marshal," he flung at
Francois. "Come and see me in the
chateau."
There was a clatter, of galloping
hoofs; the bay mare and her rider
were far down the street.
"Who is it, my mother the fierce
gentleman?" Francois asked.
"You are' fortunate
today, Francois," Claire answered him. "The good
God has saved your life from a very
great foolishness,"and also I think you
have made a friend. It is the new
seigneur."
CHAPTER

IV.

Coming to Hia Own.
Six years ago, before" Waterloo, Napoleon had given the new chateau of
Vieques and its lands to general the
Baron Gaapard Gourgaud, whom he
had before then fashioned into a very

"Is that my Francois T" she demand-jesternly, but the boy did not need to

(answer.
,

land commanding.
The men pulled off their caps, and
lone answered respectfully: "It Is lit
!tle Francois Beaupre, my seigneur; it
,1a a child who has no fear; he is
at the top, but we dread it when

he descends."

"Mon dieu!" the man on horseback
"If he looks down he is lost;
.the lad is a bom hero or a born lunaIgrowled;-

tic."
The crawling spot up there showed
'dark in the sunlight against the new
igllding of the ball. It stopped; the
blot was fixed for a second; anothei
isecond. From the crowd rose gasps,
land excited broken sentences,
t
"He has the vertigo! He is lost!"
!; The dark blot clung against the gild
;ing. Then suddenly It moved, began
'to make a slow way downward, and a
long sigh, like a ripple on water, ran
'through the ranks of people. No one
poke; all the eyes watched the little
'figure slip down, down the unseen ladder in the air. At last it was at the

"Come and See

Me in

1

the Chateau

a soldier out of mate
rial left over from the old aristocracy
Vieques lay in the Valley Delesmontee
"of the mountains" a league from
the little city Delesmontes, whose sis
thousand inhabitants constituted it tlu
chief city of this valley of the Jura
Over Vieques hung the mountain
called Le Rose, behind Le Rose loomed
that greater mountain called Le
back of Le Raimeu rolled the
Jura range.

good pattern of

Rai-meu-

Gourgaud, taking
possession of the chateau in thle
month of July, thought it lucky he had
not seen this domain of his before,
else the vision would have turned hie
'heart from his duty. Aftef a full careei
almost In boyhood for the Cross 01
the Legion of Honor had come to hint
after service in the
at twenty-fou- r
Spanish and Austrian campaigns and
diplomatic missions; after saving the
emperor's life at Moscow; after Water
loo, Napoleon had chosen him as one
lof three officers to go with him to St
bottom; it disappeared into the trap
The chateau and estate ol
door. Every one began to talk volubly jHelena.
had
been given to him by the
a
iVicques
then
woman
cried
a
for joy,
at once;
jemperor after that brave and lucky
child spoke in a high voice.
firs!
"See," she said shrilly, "the mother 'moment at Mobcow when, the hac
'man to enter the Kremlin, he
to meet him!"
of

Francois goes
Le Claire was far down the street,
gliding toward that church door
which was under the steeple. As she
reached it the little lad came out, his
face flushed, his eyes shining with ex
citement and triumph. She took his
hand silently, hardly looking at him,
and turned bo, quietly, without a word
of either joyr reproof, her face im
passive. She had got her boy again
from the dead, it seemed to Claire,
and those first momentB were beyond
words or embraces. To touch his warm
The man on the
hand, was enough.

a long road'up a mountain, and" over
the mountain was a large star. I saw
It three times, and once a voice Bald 'It
is the star of the Bonapartes, but alsc

your star, Francois. Follow it."
The general was a
per
son for all his cult of Napoleon, and
vision-seeinappeared to him nond
sense. He
at once tiff
idea of a star divided between the
bouse of Bonaparte and a small peas
ant. "Your mother had better put a
wet cloth in your cap," be advised.
"Parbleu seeing stars In midday!
old fighter has been
Some
gabbling before you about the star ol
the Bonapartes, and that and a touch
of sunstroke In this heat, it may be
have turned yon silly. Let me bear no
more of stars, but keep at your lesson
and learn to be
With that he was aware that the
boy did not bear him. The light figure
was on siptoeo the large .eyes stared
at the wall, and the child spoke In an
uninflected voice as if something muffled spoke through him.
"I see the star," he said. "I see It
through a window where there are
iron bars. . . . Ah!" The interjection was in the boy's natural accent,
and he shivered violently. "Ugh!" His
teeth chattered and he looked about
vaguely. "It is like an Icehouse. I do
not like those dreams; they make me
so cold. Seigneur, it is late; my mother will not be pleased. And I must
stop at the garden and pick the vegetables for supper carrots and peas. J
must hurry to get the peas and carrots.
Little Alixe, clutching her father's
thumb, watched as the boy disappeared. Then, to the general's astonishment, she began to sob. "I I don't
know," she answered his quick question. "But I I think it la because 1
am sorry the little boy was eo cold.'
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TOMMY 0'R.OUR.KE c T"
TO TAKE liiiLr
w

"Father, father!"
the library.
"There is a queer, little, village boy
but a good boy, father. He hai
brought you a bunch of lettuce such
white fat lettuce! Will you see him':
He is a very good boy."
"Alixe, you are impayable," the general groaned. "I am your plaything!
Yes, send for all the village that will
help me with my writing."
i
Alixe, ignoring sarcasm, had flown.
In a minute she was back and led by
the hand Francois.
"Ah!" the general greeted him stern'
ly. "My friend, the marshal! Yon
have already begun the attack on my
chauteau, it seems?"
"No, my seigneur," the boy answered gravely. "Not yet. I bring you
some salade as a present. It is from
my mother's garden. I chose the best"
"I thank you," said the general with
seriousness. "I am not sure if youi
mother will thank you Equally. It 1b
a good present"
Francois was gratified. Le Claire
had this morning sent him to the gardens with a wide margin of time, and
the Inspiration had come as he looked
down the gleaming row of white lettuce that he would take a tribute and
make the visit which the seigneur had
asked him to make.
General Gourgaud brought down his
fist on a table so that it rattled and
Francois started but not Alixe.
"Sabre de bois!" he threw at the
tvo children. "You have ruined mr
moralng between you. I meant to fin
ish thow cursed chapters this morn
ing. But let them wait. Having the
honor to receive a visit from an office)
of high rank, the least I can do is tc
entertain him. What amusement dc
you prefer, M'sieur the Marshal?
am at your service."
j
It was natural to Francois to believe
every one kindly; he accepted with
simplicity, if with slight surprise, the
general's speech.
"The seigneur has fought battles under the great emperor himself?" the
boy asked in an awed tone.
"Yes," came the abrupt answer.
"Think!" whispered the French boy.
"To have fought under the emperor!"
And the old soldier's heart thrilled
suddenly. The child went on. "If the
seigneur would tell me a Btory of one
fight of just one!"
clamored
Ratisbon!"
"Ratisbon,
Alixe, and she scrambled over the arm
of his chair to her father's knee and
her hand went around iis neck. "Tell
about Ratisbon and the ditch and the
ladders, father."
"Halt!" ordered the general. "I have
not a week to talk. But I will tell
about Ratisbon if you wish."
The deep voice stopped, then went
on again. "The Austrians held Ratisbon and the bridge across the Danube
river. The emperor wished to take
the town and that bridge. Marshal
Lannes was ordered to do it. You see,
my children, the walls were very old
but filled with Austrian artillery, and
there was infantry on the parapets.
An old ditch lay under the walls, a
large ditch, dry, but twenty feet high
and fifty feet wide. All the bottom of
It was a vegetable garden. To take
that town it was necessary to go down
Into that ditch and climb up again to
the walls, and all the time one would
be under fire from the, Austrians on
the walls do you understand that,
children? Very well. Twice the marshal asked for fifty volunteers to take
the ladders and place them in the
ditch. Twice one hundred men sprang
forward, and It was necessary to
choose the fifty. Twice they dashed
out, carrying the ladders, from behind
the great stone barn which had covered them, and each time the detail
was wiped out fifty men wiped out It
was like that, my children, the fight al

The

Baron-Gener-

snatched the match from a mas oi
gunpowder which would a momem
later have blown up both officers anc

emperor.
Ten years before he had married;
four years after that his wife had died
and the daughter she left was now a
girl of seven, a fairy type of girl.
"You are perfect in every way but
one, Alixe," he said, as he swung hei
hiKh'to kiss her. "You
"I know," the little girl interrupted
comrade-like- .
"I know the fault I have
.1 am not a boy.. But I donot wish, tc

are'

RatiBbon."

"The emperor!" Francois breathed
"the emperor was there!"
Probably nothing, which had not to
do with his daughter, could have
touched General Gourgaud as did that
tribute.
"Saprist!!" he growled. "The arm
of the little corporU reaches a long
way. The child has not even seen him,
and volla, he loves him."
The child's face flushed. "But yea
my seigneur," Francois spoke quickly
"But yes. I have seen the emperor."
"You have seen Napoleon?"
The
general was surprised. "How Is that?"
In a boyish fashion, in homely language of his class, yet with that dra
matic Instinct which is characteristically French, Francois told his tale as
bis grandmother had told it to him and
to his brothers and Bisters the tale
which the children called "Napoleon
Comes." The general listened with a
sincere Interest
"My boy," he addressed the lad, "1
do not know the law I am a soldier.
Yet by my idea you are chevalier, ere
ated so by the act of the most power
ful monarch who ever ruled France
by our Emperor Napoleon. The time
may come when, as the emperor said,
you may be a marshal of France undet
another Bonaparte. But that is
small thing if the time comes when
you may help another Bonaparte tc
cpme to his right, to rule over France
It is that of which you must think till
the hour strikes, and then it is that
which you must give your life for.
Little Francois, the visionary, the
hero worshiper, trembled. "I will dc
it, my Beigneur," he said, frightened yet
inspired, lifted into a tremendous dizzying atmosphere. And with that a
secret which he had told no one, not
even his mother, broke forth. "My
seigneur, a strange thing happens
sometimes I have dreams yet they
are not dreams in broad daylight. 1
Bee things I hear voices
which are
not of our village.. Three times. I saw

--
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Tommy O'Rourke, the well Iiioat
lightweight fighter who two yoar
ago won from Bat Nelaon in Spring-fiel- d,
Mo., and who has loet practio
ally only one fight In his career irt
the fistic game, Is in Las Vega3 tot
a few weeks' rest Tommy arrived
here Thursday night, but being of ti
quiet disposition it was not learn eti
until last night that he is the clevefl
ring general of considerable nota
People who met Tommy thought hinS
to be a traveling salesman.
O'Rourke Injured his hand in 4
fight with Fighting Thorpe at Juarea
on December 14, and I taking a resi
to get the hand Into fighting ehap
again. He probably will remain here
for several weeks, but has made nc
plana to fight here.
In his recent battle with i'ightlna
Tnorpa O'Rourke lost on a foul
through, a; poor decision of the referee
he says. Newspapers In El Paso gavei
O'Rourke the battle by a large mar
gin and the general opinion was irt
favor of O'Rourke, known also as th3
"Memphis Lad."
O'Rourke is clean cut and looks a
tlve and strong. He is a perfect gen
tleman and is not of the roughnecM
boxer type. He is doing road worlfi
np.ral training, though no8
here, an.T
on a heavy scale.
It Is possible that a bout may bS
arranged) hero for O'Rourke witWil
the next few weeks should he care tot
take on one. Doubtless Promoter C
O'Malley will make such an arranges
I j
rrient, If possible.

g

pooh-poohe-

one-legge- d

(To be Continued
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Monday)

1

(Claire.

With that, by degrees people came
from the cottages as at some mysterious warning and stood silent, afraid to
'breathe, watching the little figure
creeping up, up the dizzy narrowing
Ipeak of the church steeple. A rldet
.galloped down the road; Beeing the
'groups, he pulled in his bay horse and
!hls eyes followed the upward glance
;of the whole village.
"Who is it?" he flung at the nearest
Iknot of peasants; his voice was abrupt

JANUARY

hard-heade-

Alixe dashed into

Mary ratond

SATURDAY,

Chronic Constipation Cured
VFjve years ago I had the worst

case of chronic constipation I ever
knew of, and Chamberlain's Tablets
cured me," writes S. F. Fish, Brooklyn, Mich. For sale by all dealers.

Adv.

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
This remedy has no superior tor
coughs and colds. It is pleasant to
take. It contains no opium or other
to
the
Is
His
Who
Making
Way
Tommy O'Rctirke, the Lightweight Fighter
narcotic. It always cures. For salo
Top by Winning All Battles
by all dealers. Adv.
,
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Pay us $7.50-- If you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-- If you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

The National Sportsman
The "Woman's Home Companion
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PROGRAM TONIGHT

THE GREATEST CAR

AT THE
Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

5:39

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at toe Opera Bar. Adv.

MUTUAL MOVIES

The Altar Guild of St. Paul's church
will meet on Thursday at 4 o'clock
with Miss Frances Myers, 916 Sixth
street.

"THEIR HUSBANDS" Comedy Keystone.
"THE TRAIL OF THE LOST CHORD," two-re-

d

Another big express shipment of
Henry Monsimer, who resides on
Liggett' Chocolates received at Mur- South Pacific etreet, West side, bephey's Drug Store. Adv.
came violently ill yesterday evening
and a physician was summoned. After
The choir of St. Paul's church will hard work on the
part of the doctor
meet for rehearsal at the church to- the man's condition was declared betnight at 7:15 o'clock. Work for Sun ter. This morning it was stated that
day's service and for Tuesday, the Monsimer is out of danger. Monsimer
FeaBt of Lights, will be rehearsed. A has been 111 for some time. It is befull and prompt attendance is re lieved that he made a mistake in takquested.
ing his medicine, securing the wrong
-

NAVAJO. OLAiKiETS
AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

These blankets are Genuine SbuVeliirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.
.

:

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE
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the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the best bread you
must use the best flour
and that is undoubtedly
Ask
Our Pride brand.
who
has
it
one
tried
any
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.

PHONE
131

TEE MOST DELICIOUS COFFEE FLAVOR

Liggett's Chocolates are the best
and purest candy we can buy. For
sale at Murphey's. Adv.
J. B. Stout, for a number of years
a resident of Las Vegas and at one
time proprietor of El Dorado hotel,
died at his ranch near Wagon Mound
on December 20, according to infor
mation received here today. Mr.
Stout had been ill for a year or more
prior to his death. He was well known
here.

THE RESULT WILL DE;.?

Cheese

(Si

Word has been recelvea from Den
of firms
over
the
all
known
B.
C.
Jones,
by
southwest as "Candy Jones." Mr.
Jones for a number of years has been
the agen in the southwest for the
Austin Candy company of Denver, but
for the
now is the representative
Roods Candy company of Pueblo, Col
He, will have the same territory.

ver concerning the change

and Then Multiply it by Two

Sanborn's SeoJ
reund

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Judge D. R. Murray of the city police court may lose one of his regular
ON SALE ONLY AT
customers this year, as Incarnacion
Gutierrez, one of the frequent occu
pants of the city Jail and the man
THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE
who during the last year was employ
ed most of the time on the city push
has taken a New Year's pledge
cart,
The Ilanie ot the Best of. Everything Eatable
...
and viwed not to drink any more. It
Is Wd that Gutierrez has placed a
wager on ,.his resolution, and Intends
to keep it
.
,.
"more
add
were
23
gift and purchase
HOLIDAYS HAKE THE
ed, making a4otal of 3,317 In the liFresh Liggett's Chocolates for New
brary on January 1. The number of
Year's
gifts at Murphey's. Ad
LIBRARY LONESOME daily papers on file was four, the numand
ber of weekly periodicals four,
CHRISTIAN ROLL CALL
the number of monthly magazines 13.
The Disciples of Christ plan to start
During the month of December the the New Year with
PATRONAGE OF THE INSTITUTION
serv
number of persons using the library ices at the ChristianImpressive toDROPS OFF DURING DEtabernacle
was 950, a decrease, of 322 over the
CEMBER
morrow. At the morning service there
report for November. The number will be a roll call of the members.
The monthly report of the Carnegie of books loaned was C24, a decrease Each member will be asked to respond
public library has been received and of 60 over the report for the previous with a quotation from the Bible or
ehows a decided decrease in the busi- month. The number of new cards with some other word Indicating his
ness of the library during the month Issued was ten, a decrease of 16 over presence and intorest in the work of
of December, probably due to the hol- the month of November.
the church, if time permits the minThe library Is indebted to the fol- ister will speak briefly upon "New
iday season and other activities which
Jieep the public busy at this season lowing persons for gifts of books: Year Goals in Church Work." In the
of the year, as well as the school va- Miss Ruth Parkin, P. C. Bryce and evening the minister will speak Uiwn
cation.
Lawrence Linn. This report was sub- "New Year Resolutions."
The choir
The number of volumes In the li- mitted by Miss Elizabeth Cooler,
will meet tonight to prepare special
music for Sunday.
brary on December 1 was 8.2SS. By
.

CHARLES

H. B. HUBBARD, Agent

G&nL

ton to join the squad.
The probable lineup for tomorrow's
game will be Losey, McWenie, Conway, Duncan and Witten. The local
team is confident of victory, having
won two out of three games played
with the Gate City bowlers.

no

VJP'OD

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

MOTHER IS DEAD

Charles A. Spiess this morning re
ceived word from Warrensburg, Mo
of the death of his mother,
Mrs.
Lena Spiess. Mr. Spiess left for that
place this afternoon. Mrs. Spiess died
this morning at 7 o'clock at the ad
vanced age of 76 years. Besides
Charles Spiess of this city she is
survived by six other children.
No funeral arrangement has been
made, and Mr. gpiess expects to be
in Warrensburg for some time.

A

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SPIESS'

PROMINENT LAS VEGAN LEAVES
FOR MISSOURI TO ATTEND
THE FUNERAL

417 Railroad Avenue

.
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Jefferson" Reynolds, President
E, D. Raynolds, Vice President, j, j 'S.'B.' Davis, Vice President.
rl.'Erle Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.'
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

surprise the husky Association squad.
As several n,ew members have been
added to' the squad of players in the
Y. M. C. A. basketball class, Physical
Director De Marias finds St difficult
to pick out a team. The full squad
is practicing and numbers about 12
men.
OLD BUILDING BURNS
The game undoubtedly will be a
5
This morning about
o'clock a fire
exhlbitlon-an- d
a large audience
fast
started in an old building at the Hot
will witness it
probably
Springs, in a northwesterly direction
from the Montezuma hotel, and con
sumed the entire structure within 33
minutes. The building was at one MQUNDAY WILL ASH
time a fine filigree jewelry store,
but for the past 12 years has been
FOR CONTINUANCE
empty most of that time in a dila- pitated condition.
The origin of the blaze is unknown, MAN ACCUSED O? USING THE
MAILS TO DEFRAUD WILL
though probably it started from a Are
SEEK A DELAY
letf by campers. The building was
in use when the Montezuma hotel
was running, and at that time was
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 3. When the
occupied by one of the leading jewel- January ttrm of the United States disry and curio stores in the southwest trict court opens in Kansas City on
January 12, Judge John C. Pollock
probably will listen to lenghty argu
BUSSEB HANDS BUNCH ments by attorneys for the government and attorneys for Don A. Moun-DaTO THE DUKE CITY the regarding fora continuancewillwhich
ask
attorneys
MounDay
for the case brought against him by
CLASSES
OF THE the United States government, charg
IT AS ONE
MORE OBSCURE POINTS ON
ing him with using the mails in furthering a scheme to defraud.
THE SANTA FE
In the event that the continuance Is
asked
and one of the MounDay atS.
E.
Busser, superintend
Evidently
ent of the reading rooms of the Santa torneys has already stated that it
Fe Railway company, thinks Albu would be United States District Atquerque "an. obscure point on the torney Fred Roberston will vigorously
Santa Fe Railway
company lines, oppose granting of the request. With
where there is little chance for em his assistants, Francis M. Brady and
ployes to hear good lectures and mu- L. S. Harvey, Mr. Roberston has as
sic," judging from a recent announce sembled a mass of evidence that will
ment in an Albuquerque paper to the be used against MounDay. The records
effect that a concert would appear In show that subpoenas have been Issued
that city, in the near future under for 81 witnesses. The list includes
persons, several
the auspices of the Santa Fe reading many prominent
from Topeka. Among those who will
rooms.
Mr. BuBser wrote Secretary LeNoir testify at the behest of the governcf the local Y. M. C. A. some time ago ment are:
Fromer Senator Charles Curtis, of
informing him that this year the
Santa Fe would send its concerts only Topeka; United States Senator Thomto obscure places where good enter as B. Catron, of New Mexico; J. E.
tainment could not be provided by the Love, commissioner of corporations
of Oklahoma City;
usual means. Mr. Busser informed for Oklahoma,
Mr. LeNoir that he need not make Charles Sessions, Kansas secretary of
weer over, that vou could eat any state; Carl Peterson, assistant state
here, bank commissioner; F. P. MacLennan,
any arrangement for concerts
publisher of the Topeka State JourIprvthat reason.
A. W. Dana,' judge of the First
Commercial
nal;
the
of
this,
learning
club wrote Mr. Busser, stating that if division of the Shawnee distict,
concerts were played in cities of New P. I. Bonebrake; Scott Hopkins, of
'exico larger than Las Vega3 or of the Prudential Trust company; J. C.
equal size, Las Vegas would like to Sliirner, county commissioner of Shaw-

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, 525,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best rf service

Interest Paid on
.
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YOU EVER ENJOYED

have them sent here. Up to the present time, no answer has been received
from Mr. Busser.
Either Mr. Busser has changed his
plans in this matter or he has classified Albuquerque as Inferior to Las
Vegas in size and advantages of entertainment Doubtless the Albuquer
que folk will resent the Insinuation
just as the Santa Fe employes here
will feel hurt at the slight that appar
ently has been given them by Mr,
Busser.

or

Liggett's candy Just received by ex
press at Murphey's. Adv.

CALL TO MIND

vite inspection and will gladly demonstrate the merits of

American

bottle.
Send a box of Llggett's Chocolates
with your good wishes on January 1
Mrs. Earl Choate, the talented vo
1914. At Murphey's.
Adv.
calist who has appeared several Umei
at Temple Montefiore, and has the
J. C. Johnsen & Son axe still hold- reputation of
being one of the best
ing the body of the man who was kill singers in the state, has announced
ed here last Sunday morning, but that sbe will open acl-ssfsingers.
probably will bury it if no informa Mrs. Choate will be in Las Vegas
IIIOIIS REPORTED TO
tion concerning him is received. Up Monday to
begin work with any pu
been
time
has
to the present
nothing
pils who wish to take vocal lessons.
learned of the man.
E IN GOOD SHAPE
She will be at La Pension hotel and
conduct her classes there for the pres
Kalems!1new production of "Uncle ent.
Tom's Cab'H" in two reels at the
THEY ARE EXPECTED TO GIVE
THE "Y" SQUAD A HARD
Photoplay tonight and Saturday
ELKS TO RATON
Adv.
CONTEST FRIDAY
The Elks bowling team that will
morntomorrow
Elks
the
Raton
play
The High school basketball team is
A civil service examination will be
ing in Raton, left this afternoon.
19
a
on
for
dn excellent shape for
held in this city
January
Those who made the trip were "Doc" reported to be
senior land appraiser (male). The
the
game
Friday night in which it
Losey, "Jim"' Duncan, "Charlie" Trum
salary for this position is from $1,800 bull, "Ed" McWenie, and "Dave" Con will meet the crack Y. M. C. A. squad
to $2,400 per annum. Any other inforat the armory. The team is said to
z
way. Leslie Witten and Manuel
far stronger this year than in the
mation may be obtained from Oscar
be
will leave this evening for Rapast two seasons and doubtless will
Linberg at the postoffice.

-

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

feature

the car at any time.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin," new produc
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," the most pop tion at
the Photoplay tonight. Adv,
ular American drama ever written,
At the Photoplay tonight. Adv.
Start the new year right by sending
a box of Liggett' sChocolates with your
Tht Woman's Auxiliary of St. Paul' best
wishes for 1914. Adv.
church will meet on Friday at 3 o
clock with Mrs. Laughlin, 716 Na
Domingo Maes, who is employed
tional avenue.
on the Bell ranch, this morning applied at the court house for $15 as
Fore
Big drop in beef market.
upon a Lobo wolf killed by
bounty
quarters 8 cents pound. Hind quar him
In Precinct 28.
recently
ters 10 cents pound. Fine corn-febeef. All other meats in proportion,
This afternoon In tne court of JusAt Pete Roth's. Adv.
tice Mares on the West side Mateo
Padilla was given a hearing on the
The Ladies Guild of St. Paul's
charge of having stolen a horse from
church will resume its sessions on J. M.
Bentley of Romeroville. The
Tuesday at 2:30 o'clock, meeting with hearing was still in progress late this
Mrs. A. J. Talley. 1038 Fifth, street,
afternoon.

Stearns Store

on the market today, (or the price, is now on display at
the Overland display shop on Railroad Avenue. We in-

BRIDGE STREET

TUBES

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski-

ed for

n

the auto.
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
nee, and others prominent in the

lo-

calities in which they live.

COLDEST TEMPERATURE
WAS TWELVE

BELOW

PRECIPITATION
FOR
DECEMBER
AMOUNTED TO .78 INCHES
IN MOISTURE
Following is the weather report for
the month of December, as recorded
by Volunteer Observer O. L. Hargrove at the New Mexico Normal University:
The mean maximum temperature
for the month was 39.8 degrees, the
mean minimum temperature was 7.3
degrees. The mean temperature was
23.65 degrees. The maximum temperature during the month was 46 degrees on the fourteenth and the minimum was 12 degrees below zero on
December 12.
The total precipitation was .78 inches. The greatest in 24 hours was
.46 inches on Decber 21.
The total
snowfall was ,78 Inches, measured in
a
moisture, though snow reached
depth of several Inches. For the first
14 days there were four inches of
snow and for the last; part of the
month there were seven Inches on

The book containing the records of
the past several years, upon which the
normal precipitation and rainfall are
based, has been misplaced, making it
Impossible to make comparisons. The
Normal University haa sent to Santa
$
Fe for a new book.
RAIN ON THE COAST V
San Francisco, Jan. 3. Continued
rains tonight and tomorrow for northern and central California waa the
forecast today. Tht precipitation for
the last 24 hours, howevert was very
light and today the skies have been
clear.
The flood situation In the
Sacramento valley, unless there should
be a sharply localized downpour
somewhere in the high sierras, is not
expected to become any more serious.
The center of the storm along the
north coast was somewhere out at
sea today. Storm warnings were displayed from San Francisco to Oregon.
OLD JOCKEY KILLED
Chicago, Jan. 3. John Clancy, elevator man, killed today by a fall down

the shaft, in the Illinois Central raila famous jockey in
England and rode derby winners, according to his widow. Mrs. Clancy
said her husband rode Nancy Till, a
three-yea- r
old entered by the Prince
of Wales, to victory, and repeated by
winning the next year's derby. She
'
'"
said that he enlisted In the British
the ground.
There were three days' with- XI inch army after he got too heavy to ride
There were and saw service in India, Africa and
or more precipitation.
16 clear days, 10 partly cloudy and 5 Australia. Clancy was about 60

,'

cloudy,

''

'

f

,.

...

way station, was

.

